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INTRODUCT 01

THE CURRICU UM OF THE P lAIY SCHOOL

The. Fifteen Year Plan fo: Educauunal DvcIopincnt in Trinidad
and Tobago 1968-1983 states:

"The curriculum of the Primary School (5-11) needs to be revised
in the light of three major movements or developments:

(1) The changing assumptions and ideas in the educational
world in respece of teaching methods and the content
of syllabuses including such more obvious developments
as the new mathematics.

(2) The basic requirements of o
of Trinidad and Tobago.

(3) The proposed provision of Secondary Edticatirn for all,
which would Jter the practical relationship of the
pupil to the Primary School currkulurn.

Without wishing to prejudge unduly what these efforts at r vision
might lead to, there are some needs which we ough t to point out at
this stage:

o ru-ds the needs

The new mathematics and the importance cf early
scientific orientation.

The need for more exposure to agriculture.

The urgency of a meaningful social studies programme
centered around the local scene" (due regard to be paid
to world-wide developments

"The possibility of introducing a foreign language in
the course especially in the context of our O.A.S.
relations." (There is now a definite need to lay a
proper foundation for the introduction of Spanish in
this regard.)

"The need for more programmes of activities and more
individual work, observation and experimentation
especially in relation to the use of the library and the
communications media.



The need fo a proper physital edu prograiiiii.

The importance of the cultural arts.
The urgency of a new language deve!opment approach
based upon die local cultural scene.
The introduction of the metric system'',

From the above, it is quite clear that an attempt is being made to
make the curr:culum more relevant to the needs of our pupils within
the ages of 5 and 11. The programme which follows inakes a positive

attempt to meet tlye requirements of a first cycle of a general educa-
tion, which though mindful of the next level which is Junior Secondary

Education, is not in any way dominated by the needs of that level.
This sentiment is forcibly put in the Plan which states, inter alia:

The curriculum therefore even at Primary level, should show

a consciousness of the children who would go on to higher

education of the various types, and of the children who
would terminate their education at age 15.

The Ministry of Education and Culture realises that there is a

shortage of tained staff in the schools. A fully trained staff would

be an educationally Aficient force, and hence an economical pro-
position. Concrete efforts are being made to remedy the situ-tion:
the expansion of teacher-training facilities and the introduction of
In-Service Training Courses for teachers at all levels.

Meaningfill curriculum change can be effective only if teachers

realise that they are the principal agents of change, and it is on this

and other basic assumptions that the Ministry of Education and
Culture is hopeful that a change in the primary school system will

be realised. Like education itself, curriculum change is a continuous

process but such change will be uneven, since for various reasons
some schools are better able to facilitate change than others.

In the final analysis, one must face the inescapable fact that the
major instrument of change is the tePther, who must -orderstand not

only what he is doing, but why he is doing it as well,

CARLTON GOMES
Minister of Education and Culture
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INTRODUCTMN

The Language Arts Curricium prese ited here recognises the
fact that the language spoken by the child when he enters school is,
in most cases, structurally different from the English that he is expected
to learn in school.

Children learn the language of the community in which they
live by imitating the speech of their peers and elders. By the time they
are ready to enter the infant department they have acquired con-
siderable control of the language of the community in which they
live. They arc able to understand most of what is spoken to them and
are able to express their needs, desires, observations, wishes &c., in
this language. The language of the community is the only means avail-
able to them for the purposes of communication and self expression.

It would be absolutely unrealistic for teachers to demand
of the newcomer to the school a working knowledge of English. To
reiect the vernacular in these classrooms is to preclude the possibility
of spontaneity of expression and child involvement in the business
of the school. Tc as.: for 'correct gramtnatiml speech' from the
children is to expect the impossible.

The teacher must accept two fundamental assumptions:

(a) That the child on entering school speaks a language
that is not English and that the 'mistakes' that he makes
in his speech are not the result of a disregard for the
`rules' of English Grammar but rather the result of the
interference of his own language patterns on the English
he is trying to learn.

(b) That the task of the reacher is not to stamp out the use
of the child's first language, but to help him to acquire
anotherInternationally Acceptable Englishwhich is

more universally understood ard in which the official
business of the nation is conducted.

In order to help teachers to understand more fully the nature
of the task before them, the next section provides an outline of the
grammar of the vernacular.



A BRIEF OUTLINE: OF TRINIDADIAN VERNACULAR AND AN
INDICATION OF AREAS OF INTERFERENCE IN THE LEARNING

OF ENGLISH

The Vernacular is the language that we speak on most
informal occasions. It is the language that most of the children in our
schools speak as a first language. That is, it is the language that they
acquire naturally from their homes and community before they come
to school and are taught English. It is the language in which they
communicate their needs, feelings and ideas to their parents and
friends. In fact it is the language that hey speak on all occasions
except in the classroom. This being the :ase, it is to be expected
that this language will influence the way in which they try to speak
or write English.

rhe first thing that teachers of English need to recognise is that
the vernacular is in fact a language with ari organised system of
rules, (a grammar) and not a mere compilation of broken English
Grammar rules. The fact that the vocabulary of the vernacular is
recognizably English has obscured the fact that the basic structure
is that of French and other Creoles.

The second thing that needs to be appreciatA is the nature of
the grammar of the vernacular and how it differs from the grammar
of English which the children are expected to learn and use in the
classroom.

The purpose of this introduction is to present teachers with a
brief but sufficient outline of the grammar of the vernacular to enable
them to recognise the problems that face children as learners of
English and so be better able to help their pupils over the obstacles
M their way to a proper command of English.

The Grammar of a language can be divided into three parts:
(a) the phonologythe sound system of the language.
(b) the morphologythe manner in which words are formed
(c) the syntaxthe manner in which words are grouped to

form phrases and sentences.

The Phonology
At present the manner in which we teach language in our schools

places little or no emphasis on phonology. This is unfortunate since



language is primarily a spoken, not a written, system of communication.

It is through sound, not written symbols, that meaning is conveyed
most of the time. It is necessary, therefore, to place the emphasis on
the spoken language if effective teaching is to be achieved. A coin-
parison of the phonological systems of both English and Trinidadian
Vernacular reveals some of the inherent difficulties which the Trini-
dadian faces in learning to speak English.

English

'Educated' Basic

Trinidadian Ti nidadiat,
English Dialec t

/1 beat /I: /
/1 / bit /1 / /I /
/e/ bait /e/ /e/

/e/ bet /e/ /6 /

/m/ bat (S.E. pronun-
clarion)

/a: / Ber /a: /
/a/ but /a/ /a/
/a :/ bark /0:/ /a/

/u/ buH /u/ /u/
/o:/ bowl /o/ 10/

/o/ box /0/ /o/

/3:/ bay .1 /o:/

/ boot /u:/

2. In the Table, the symbols given with the exception of
represent the vowels sound in the unaffected speech of the educated

Trinidadian on formal occasions.
The sound w found in the S.E. column does not occur in

Trinidadian speech. it is the sound heard in the English rendition

of hat, bat, &c. The two Trinidadian columns show the differences

between the baseline Trinidadian dialect vowel inventory and that

of the educated Trinidadian speaker. There are 10 significantly
distinct vowel sounds or phonemes in the basic dialect while there

are thirteen in the speech of Educated Trinidadian, the three new

ones being /a:/ /3: / a:/ which are all part of the S.E. system. It can

be said, therefore, that the speech of the educated Trinidadian

6



shows a movement towards S.E.
A comparison of the S.E. and the Educated Trinidadian vowel

chart shows that there is one phoneme in S.E. he/ which does not
occur in Trinidadian. The S.E. vowel system is also distinguished
from the Trinidadia, in that all the long vowels (those that appear
with the /:/ after them) are diphthongs rather than simple phonemes.
That is, they are produced by moving the tongue from one position
to another during the actual utterance of the sound. Generally the
movement of the tongue is forward and upwards in /i:/ and ./ed
backwards and upwards in /u:,' also accompanied by lip rounding, and
by moving the tongue to a rather central positic-I /a:/ /0:/ and
/o:/.

This feature of diphthongization is almost completely absent
in the speech of the Trinidadian speaker. Those who are interested
can consult an English pronouncing dictionary and compare their
own pronunciations with those given.

The difference in the number of vowel phonemes in Standard
English and the Trinidadian dialect is responsible for a number of
vowel substitutions in Trinidadian speec7a. For example, the absence
of /w/ in Trinidadian results in a total substitution of /a/ for /w/
in our spec-h so that

bat (bat) 2. (bat)
mat (mad) (mat)

The absence of a: in the basic dialect results in the substi _ ion
of o/ for /o:/ as in

bird ba:d
turn ta:n

bud (bed)

tun (ten)
In addition there are other shifts in the vowel system.

S.E.
but (bat)
under (anda)

S.E.
pull ( pu I)

T.ID,
bot

onda (onda)
T.D.

pool (pu: I) (in some spea.kers)

In the basic dialect the feature of lengthening is rarely used
so that distinctions between /a/ and Ia:" as in hat and heart and /0/
and /0:/ cot and caught are not readily made or perceived.

The consonants of English and Trinidadian are the same except
that /0/ and /8/ do not appear in Trinidadian. For these /f/ and

7
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/d/ are always stibstituteeL "-The above cornpanson enables us to sec
why the following wor, s arc rpren th ciT peculiar Triiidculian pro-,

nunciation,

teeth ( t i : 0 thin (tin)
them (dern) wheLbQr (Weda)

up ('p) under ( ond a)

man (man) hat (hat)
bird (no d) sir (sP,)

father (fada) sofa (sofa )

Consonants Clusters
The English phonological system includes a wide range o

consonant clusters which do tic4 occur in Trinidadian; the result is that
the clusters, particularly the final clusters in words ale reduced in
the speech of Trinidadians. The following examples illustrate the major
cluster reductions in Trinidadian speech.

sound /s3I)d/ song Jso)
ground /gr-jod/ pong Jgro./

IL

grind /graynd/ gine /gfayn/
find /faynd/ fine /fa yn/

cents /se nts/
tents /tents/

nt
couldn't /kudrrt/
shouldn' Audnti

nd

hardened /ha:dnd/
pardoned /pa:dnd/

pt
apt /apt/
attempt /atcfript/

/sensi
tons /tens/

couldn /kud n/
shouldn /7iidn/

Na:dn/
(pa:dn/

ap lap/
atterrip /at ern)/



IleCt

CoritaCt

ks t
text

kt/ c rieck /ko ne k/
ntakt/ c onrack /korltak/

St

coraest /k znt
pianist /p-yan ist/

ks
Ccx ttek s/

cones /kontes/
pianis /pya nis/

It is 'important for the teacher to kncm of these cluster reductions
as they have a very strong influe nce on the grarnmar of English. In
many o f the situations outlined alacive final /c1/ and It/ are dropped.
One can readily realise that even ...vhen die past and present tenses of
regular Nerbs are taucht, the children may be uriable to indicate these
verb inflections iii their speech. Liecau-se they Fuld it difficult to make
tlie required sound c ombina tions.

For elarnple:

(a) the past ten of walk, wa ked" is an example of a final
/kt/ (walkt) whic h is regilaa-ly reduced to /lc/ so that the
forrn 'will be given irt speech even when past
tense is intended by die r apil.

( ) the pa st tense 'fined' is an exaraple of final /nd/
(fzynd) wilich is reduced to /n/ so that Tule' is likely
to be prodticed even when 'fined' is intended.

(c ) the 3ra persoli singtdar present tense of tuist (nvists)
via be reduced to 'od' as it is one of the group where
final sta>s-

It is quite clear that since Enslisti inflection ofteii results in final
clusters that are nor a part of Trinidadian speec h, pupils must be
taught to recognise and reproduce t hese speech sounds. More oral
work, particularly speech drills, is needed to overconie this obstacle
which affects not only the pront.inciatiw but the grammar of the
language being learnr.

Palatalization

Tile consonants /k/ and /9 Trinidadian are followed by
a 'y' glide svhen they precede /a/ an& / ail. Thus vire tave /kykit/ for
cat /ya: I/ for g'irl in Trinidadian. In preparing drills the teacher



must be careful to introduce the clusters to be practised in situations
which facilitate recognition and pronunciation. Final 'nd' for example,
should not be followed by 't ' or 'd' as in 'stand down' or 'send to'
for this makes it difficult to hear the cluster so as to be able to pro-

nounce it properly in continuous speech.

4. Rhythm
English and Trinidadian Speech rhythms are different. In

Tr nidadian there is a tendency to give every syllable full emphasis.

The English, however, place emphasis only on a few stressed syllables.

Moreover, the time interval between any two consecutive stresses is

roughly the same. The result of this is that the unstressed portions
of words and phrases are skitnmed over lightly; this results in the
frequent use of the S.E. unstressed vowel phoneme /a/ and the
multitude of consonant clusters in English. The pronunciation of
multi-syllabic words in English S.E. and Trinidadian vernacular illus-

trates this difference. For example the word 'decolonization' is pro-
nounced(diko Iona j zof n)in R..P. and (d Icnajze a n) in Trinidadian.

Check the following as a ri exercise:

1) How do Trinidadians pronounce the following words?

junk, golf, paunch, cards, third, sixth, whether, mother,
shrinips, shrink, sound, ask,mustn't, priest, artist, ton
uncle. Can you account for these deviations from
standard Xuglish?
Can the folloming be distinguished in the speech of

Trinidadian children? Is there a distinction in English?

tongue, town; sound, song; close, clothes; nose, knows;
goal, gold; cut, cot; bitter, beat her; pear, peer; here, hai2;

father, farther; boar, both; froth, fraught; aspect, a speck;

pact, pack; unto, onto.

(b)

rilorphology: Inflection
English nouns, pronouns verbs and adjectives are all inflected.

Noun inflection
Nouns are inflected to form plurals and possessives. The regular

forms of inflectional suffiices are s (plural), as possessive singular

added to the singular noun arid $s (possessive plural) added to the

14



plural noun if it dnes nor end in s. e boy (sing) boys (plural) boy's
(pass. sing.) boys' (poss. plural).

I t is to be noted that thre is no difference in the sound of the
plural and the possessive singular forms of the word-the 's is merely
a graphic device for distinguishing the possessive from the plural
functions of the noun.

The irregular inflections include the use of alternative plural

suffixes, - en and - ten of the 'ox' and 'child' respectively and the
use of internal vocalic change, in a number of nouns, e.g. tooth - teeth,
maxi men. Ttere is also a small number of nouns that show no
change in the plural form e.g. sheep, deer etc.

Comparison of Noun Inflections in English and Trinidadian.

BigtisIz

Sing. The boy
pvss. Sing. Tlie boy 's book
Plural - Two boys
rioss. Plural - l'he boys school

Trirtidadiari

The boy
The boy book
Two boy
The boy school

Trinidadian nouns show no inflection for plural or possessive.
Plurality is indicated by the use of a -nunietal or other semantically
plural marker or by the use of 'an dem' or 'an ting' following the noun.

Sing,

ENGLISH

Subject Objec t Possessive

my, mine

your, yours

his
her, hers
Its

rR NIDADLUN

Subject Object Possessive

1. 1/rne nits ruill/my own
mines

2. y--h yds yob/your
own

3. he he he/he own
site she she (own)
it it he (own)

1, wie us ow, ours 1. we
2, you you your, you's 2. you,

3, tiny them thefr, theirs 3. awn/
they

11

we we (own)
you. yoh (own)

therm (own)
then them (own)

they (own)



THE VERB

ENGLISH

Present Habitual

I walk
you walk
we walk
they walk

he 1 walks
she
it

arn walkie6
he/she/it is walking
we are walking
you are walking
they are walking

FUTIME

I shall walk
we shall walk

you will walk
he will walk
it will walk
they will walk

MODALS

He can
He will
be would (past -en

TRINIDADIAN

Present Continuous

you
he, she, it does walk
we
you
they

I walkii.g
you walking
he walking
she walking
it walking
we walking
you walking
they walking

I go walk
you go walk
he go walk
she go walk
It go walk
we go walk
you go walk
they go walk

He could
he would
he woulda

Adjectives
Adjectives in English are inflected for comparative and super-

lative by adding er and est to the stem. The same rule applies
in Trinidadian. However, more and most axe frequently used with
adjectives that would normally be inflected in English, "more loud"
'most pretty" and occasionally the comparatives and superlatives

we doubly marked in Trinidadian e.g. ' more better" and "most
ugliest". Many English adjectives form adverbs by taking a suffix,

12
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usually 1y. No derivational pattern of this kind occurs in Trinidadian.
The adjectives appear in adverbial position without any mor..incation._1

The girl could sing good".
"He do the sum quick quick".

Syntax
Trinidadian Creole differs from English in its syntax

its phonology and morphology. The following table
differences and similarities between the basic sentence
English and their equivalents in l'rinidadian.

English

1. N + be + Adj.

Food is good

2. N + be + wthi ected word
lly adverb)

The girl is here

3. NI + be + N1
My brother is a doctor

4. N + Verb (intran )

Girls giggle.

5. NI -11 V (tranS + N2

The girl b.)ught a dress

6. NI V (Trans) + N2 + N3

The mother bought the gir
jress

7. +N2 + N2 NI + Trans N2 + N2

The class chose Harry Captain The class choose Harry Captain

8. N + V + Complement N + V + Complement

as well as in
shows the
patterns of

Trinidadian
N + A di-

Food good

N + urtirtflected word

The girl here

1 + be -F N1

My brother is a doctor

+ V (ifltran)

ids does giggle

NI + V (Trans )+N2

The girl buy a dress

N1 + V s) N3 +

a The mother buy a dress for the girl

My brother became a doctor My brother come a doctor

Predication
The comparison above shows, among other things, that in N +

Adj. and. N + Adv. constructions there is no copula in Trinidadian in
the present tense. The past tense, however, does contain the copuln

13
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'was' food was good" and the girt was here". This fe ure

(omission of copula) makes it necessary to consider the normal verb

function or predication rather differently from that of English. Whereas

in English the verb is obligatory in all sentences, in Trinidadian it is not.

The function of predication is performed by a number of other parts

of speech e.g.:

(a) by an adjective:
adverb:

by a noun:
phrase:

The girl pretty
The man day (there)
The boy coward
The man in the garden

Aspect
in he description of the ve b inflection in the morpho!ogy

secu n,, it was stated that the past tense was the uninflected form arid

that the other tenses were present continuous (ing) and present
habitual (does + V). This, however is not completely accurate as this

description is true only for action verbs (like run, fight, talk, &c.)
which describe an event. But for state verbs the situation is different.

know", "1 have", "I love", indicate present, not past, tense.

It seems more accurate, therefore, to describe the verb inflection
in Trinidadian vernacular as one that indicates complete or incomplete

aspect. "I run' , he walk", "hc fight" all indicate completed e-/ents and

since the nature of the verb is one of action it also indicates past tense.

"I know", "I love", "I have" also indicate completed aspect.
know" means that 1 have attained a certain degree of knowledge

about something. Similarly "I have" means 1 have come into possession

of something. However, since the nature of the verb is one of state, the

tense indicated is present.
In the case of the state verbs past tense is indicated by the use of

"did" ea- "had" as an auxiliary I did love she", "I did know the answer

last we ek".
The same rules apply to all state and ac ion predications in

Trinidadian whether they are verbs, adjectives or other.

rrogative

(il Ves/Alo Questions
In English, there are two methods of indicating interrogation;

(a) by change in intonation and (b) by subject/verb inversions. In
Trinidadian, change in intonation is the only method used.

14



(ii) Wh Questions
In English the Interrogatives who, which, when, where, how,

precede the question form of the sentence. In Trinidadian the inter-
rogatives precede the regular form of the sentence.

(iii) Interrogative Tags
In English the statement form of a sentence can be followed

by che appropriate form of the verb "do" or "have' + a pronoun
to form a question which anticipates confirmation of the statement.
In Trinidadian the particle "ent" fulfils this function by either
preceding or following the statement.

e.g. ENGLISH

I. Do you walk to school?
Where do you live?
How does he make out?
You like mangoes, don't

you?

TR1MDADIAN"

You does walk to school?
Where you does live?
How be does make oat?
You like mango, ent?
Ent yuh like mango?

Negative
In Trinidadian the negative particles '"doh" and

substitu ed for the English ' not" in the indicative.

He doh like to go to school.
She en have no book.

V

In the negative imperative, the particle, "doh" is used be ore the
imperative form of the sentence. An alternative is the use of not + the
inf. of the verb:

Doh do that!
Not to do that!

Imperatives
Trinidadian imperatives are the same as the English forms except

for the negative described above.

Passive
The English Passive form, N 4- Verb (pass) by N (The boy

was bitten by the dog) is never used in Trinidadian. The active
description of the events of this kind is always preferred. However,

15
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a form of stative passive does exist but it is not formally distinguished
from the active voice. It is only word meaning that makes correct
interpretation possible. Examples of this are:

The glass break.
The food cook.
The wire bend.

However, when the meaning of the statement would otherwise
be ambiguous, the auxiliary "get" is used.

e.g. John g.2t beat.

It Have

The English paLtern. there is/are + noun phrase is replaced by
the invariant, "it have" in Trinidadian.

"it have two men in the bus".

Emphasis
Emphasis in Trinidadian is indicated by the use ef "is"

by the stressed word immediately before the sentence.

Is dead lie dead.
Is sleen he sleeping.
Is the man new car lie mash up.
Is mash up he mash up the i:ian new car.

Another form of emphasis is the use of the particle, "o
nu after the sentence.

He mask up the car, oui. I en going home now, nuh.
Oui is often anglicized and occurs as "yes",
"I going home now, yes".

Locatives and Temporals
The locativestemporals of Trinidadian differ from Standard

English largely in the absence of preposition.

LocationHe going theatre
TemporalHe have a fete to

go to Sunday

Locatives and Ternporals
Here have a nice breeze

In the fridge have butter
Yesterday had rain

16
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1-le's going to the cinema.
He has to go to a fete on Sunday.
Sunday.

n occur in nominal positions.
There is a nice breeze here.
Thf.re is butter in the refrigera or.
It rained yesterday.



Trinidadian English Sentence Patterns

Pre-sentence

1

Noun
Adj.
Mv.

Subject
Nominal edicator Object

Modifiers
Temporal
manner

sentence

Noun Verb Noun Adj. Ent.
Noun Phrase V + ing N P
Pronoun
Temporal

does +1,,
go V

Pronoun Adv. (time)
Adv. (piace)

oui
nub

Locative Adj. (phrase
Adv. (phrase)
Noun

The result of these two different grammatical systems at work
languages (English and Trinidadian Vernacular which share the

same vocabulary essentially is that the learner is constantly unsure of
himself when he is called upon to use the foreign language (English)
unless the particular forms required have been properly taught and
sufficiently practised. The ability to use language properly and fluently
is a habit and like all habits can only be acquired by constant practice.
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THE AIMS OF THE LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAMWM

In countries where English is the mother tongue of the majority
of the population, the aim of the Language Arts Programme is usually

to develop a facility on the part of the pupils in the use of the mother
tongue so as to be able to communicate both orally and in writing
their thoughts and impressions of the world around them, as well as
to understand the views of others when expressed by others.

In such situations, the teacher can take for granted a certain
basic competence in the pupils' use of the language being studied
and the programme is geared to extending this competence. Moreover,

by the very act of developuig the children's ability to use their mother

tongue the Language Arts Programme provides an outlet for the
children to express themselves and develop their young personalities,

The Language Arts Programme for Trinidad and Tobago, because

of our linguistic situation as described in the previous section, must

have a rather different emphasis. The need to teach the English

Language is still fundamental but the assumptions made by text books

and English courses designed for native English speakers cannot be

accepted in our situation.

The aim of the Language Arts Programme must be

(a) to teach a new language that is internationally acceptable

for communication between ourselves and the outside world

so as to enable the children to understand and use both in

specch and writing, the basic forms and structures of the

English Language to describe the world of matter, feelings
and ideas of which they are a part;
to give the pupils the opportunity to express themselves

creatively in languageat first, in the only language at their

disposal and later by degrees in gradually more acceptable

forms of English.
to provide the child with an enrichment of literary ex-

periences by introducing him to works of 11. gh literary value.

These aims call for a clear idea on the part of the teacher of
what parts of the Language Arts Programme contribute to the achieve-

ment of each of these aims.
The Syllabus presented here is geared to the gradual achieve ent

of these aims.
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Interest in the project motivates the child to learn the separate skins
involved and his work appears more purposeful. Integration of reading
and vaiting, comprehension, vocabulary with subject matter in the
general programme, such as Social Studies, Science, Number work,
makes learning easier foi the child as each activity reinforces the
other. The teacher has less of a discipline problem and she achieves
greater economy in preparation of aids as well as in use of her time
allotment.

Principals will need to adjust the timetable to allow longer
unbroken periods of time to language arts so that the teacher would
be able to proceed with projects and activities unhindered by strict
subject-divisions or a fractured language arts time allowance.

Another important factor influencing the teaching of Language
Arts in the West Indies is our language situation. Many of the difficulties
faced by the language teacher can be traced to problems caused by the
great difference between the Language of the textbooks and the
local dialect. Where teaching methods and subject matter are not
adapted to this fact, there is danger not only that the child will fail
to absorb the second language, but that in the struggle most of his
spontaneity and creativity will be destroyed.

Foreign language techniques must be adapted to suit our
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dia ect-speaking pupils. Our children have formerly been taught largely
through writing. in this programme, oral work predominates. Pattern
drills in language structure replace formal grommar about language
and emphasis moves from written exercises to oral practice. Oral

work is the teacher's most efficient means of making the structures
of the received language a habit of the child. Until the structure taught

can be reproduced by the learner on demand in a particular situation
they cannot be considered to be fully mastered. This means that apart
from drill exercises in a controlled situation in class, the learners must
be given the opportunity to use their newly learnt structures in in-
creasingly less controlled situations until they can be used creatively

and automatically by the pupils.

Oral Communication
The child in the class needs to be given ample opportunity to

express his ideas and feelings and to ask questions and discuss the
various subjects on the school programme. He must be encouraged

to speak. This means that his language, whatever it is, must be
accepted by the teacher so as not to inhibit him in his efforts at self-
expression. At the same time, it is the aim of the Language Arts
Syllabus to provide the child with the skills required to express himself

in English. The programme must therefore include opportunity for
free expression as well as regular periods for teaching the structures

of English.
The child needs to learn to understand spoken English. This

means that the language that the teacher uses must be adjusted
to the level of comprehension of the class and so controlled as to
expand their range of understanding both in vocabulary and in
complexity of structure.

The oral communication programme must therefore include:
(a) free conversation/open discussion (for the development

of self expression
(b) oral reading;
(c) story telling;
(d) learning of structures;
(e) controlled conversation to give opportunity for practis-

ing structures already taught).

The aim of the Language Studies Programme at Level

develop in the children the basic skills of communication: listening
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and speaking. To a lesser degree it is concerned with the fundamentals
of learning to read and the mechanics of handwriting. It is necessary
to recognise the area of greater stress. For too long have we been
placing the emphasis on the teaching of reading and writing almost
to the exclusion of listening and speaking.

Listening:
The purpose of this part of the prograrnwie is to enable the child

to develop the power of attentive listening, to accustom him to the
sounds and rhythms of spoken English, to teach him to understand
the language spoken by the teacher, to help him to respond intelli-
gently to the spoken word.

The teacher must always be aware that the primary aim of the
Language Arts is to teach English and that this, in varying degrees
bof.ii in his class and from school to school, is very much a second
language. I-le must try to maintain a consistent standard of good
English in speaking to his class but this must be related to the ability
of the class.

The teacher must make himself understood and if the use of
English at all times is an obstacle to communication, then he must
use the language that his class understands, that is, he must limit his
language to those structures and vocabulary items that are within
the passive control of his class. But he must have as his objective
the development of the listening skills of the class to the point where
maximum comprehension of English as spoken by the teacher is

attained.
Class Lnstructions will always be given in English and repeated

in the vernacular if necessary. But as soon aS the instruction is under-
stood, it can, from then onwards, be stated in English. The same
principle obtains for storytelling and other class activities. Stories are
told in good simple English. Words, phrases and even sentences can
be explained as the need arises but once comprehension has been
achieved the teacher must return to English. It is only in this way
that the child will learn to associate the English patterns of speech
with the reality around him.

Speaking
in our peculiar linguistic situation, this aspect of the school

programme must be given two quite distinct kinds of treatment.
The first aim is to encourage the child to express his own feelings,
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observations, and experiences in a spontaneous manner. The second is

to help him to express the above English.
The child in the infant department must be made to feel that

his own experiences and feelings are worthwhile relating. The teacher

must do his best to encourage children to share their experiences
with others.

In order that a sound. programme of English teaching be set

up the teacher must ensure that two fundamental pre-requisites are

established. First, the children must be made aware of themselves

and their surroundings and be assured that these things are important
enough to speak about in class. Once this has been established the

teacher will be able to stimulate more detailed examination and

observation of the environment and demand greater detailed descrip

don of it.
The second pre-requisite is that the teacher must accept the home

language of the chdd as the only means of communication at his dis-

posal. It is only when spontaneity has beet achieved that the teaching
of English structures should begin. To insist on English standards

before that is to inhibit the class to the extent of preventing discussion

altogether.

Teaching the sound of English
The summary of the features of the Trinidadian vernacular

indicates the areas in which the gionology or sound systems of English

and Trinidadian differ. While it is not the aim of this syllabus to
attempt to teach Received. Pronunciation to Trinidadians, it is never-

theless necessary to insist on the type of pronunciation that makes

for easy communication with other speakers of the English Language.
What is necessary, therefore, is that the correct phonemic distinction&

be made so that even where the Trinidadian speech sounds are not
identical with those of English, they bear a constant relationship to
the English phonemes. This is particularly necessary in the case of the
vowel sounds where one English phoneme is sometimes rendered by

two or three different sounds by Trinidadian speakers, e.g.

firm / f a:rn j /forn/ (foam)
bird / b e:d / had/ (bud)
girl / ge:1 1 fgye if or (gya:1)

sir / sa: / isaf or /sa /
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The consonants 'g' and 'k' which axe followed by a 'y' glide in
Trinidadian need to be given sNcial attention.

Final cluster sounds especially those ending in d, t, z, s, since
they often indicate grammatical functions, e.g. past tense and subject-
verb agreement need to be carefully taught from the start.

In all this the teacher must recognize that progress will be very
slow. Some of these features of speech persist even into old age and
are recognized as identifying characteristics of the Trinidadian speaker.
Nevertheless the work must be attempted conscientiously r-om the
start if any progress is to be made.

By listening carefully to the speech of the pupils in his class
the teacher will soon recognise the areas that need to be concentrated
on and devise a programme of work to improve their speech.

Speech Training
The aims of Speech Training in the Language Arts Programme

are concerned with the mechanics of speech and the correct use of
the speech organs, as well as the aesthetics of speech which includes
the use of the voice as the instrument of oral communication.

These aims are designed to help the child:
(a) to establish good habits of breathing for speech.
(b) to recognise the sounds of internationally accepted

English by careful listening habits.
(c) to articulate with accuracy the vowel and consonant

sounds of internationally accepted English.
(d) to use the accepted pronunciation of words and the

modifications necessary in connected speech.
(e) to understand how to use intonation, pausing, emphasis,

rhythm to assist and vary meaning.
(fi to develop the skill of informal conversation.

Level I

Sound Games, ve ses, reading, poetry and dramatic activities.
Listening Gaines.
Breathing exercises for good posture a d vowel formation.
Consonant drills.

Levet II
Continuation or repetition of work in Level I.
Differentiation between similar vowels sounds, and consonant
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drills based on common errors.
Jingles and tongue-twisters to give practice in connected speech.
Dramatic situations involving the use of internationally accepted

En
Voice modulation and its influence On mean

Level I l

Continuation of ork in Level II-Revision of weak points in

both levels.
Pronunciation of difficult words.
One-minute speeches, forums, meetings.
Dramatic situations concentrating on dialogue in internationally

accepted English
Source material can readily be obtained from other sections of

the Language Arts programme or from other subject areas, for example,

Social Studies, Mathematics, General Science.

The teaching of English Structures
The most important features of this part of the teaching pro-

gramme are:
(1) to present the child with a good enough example of a

model of the structure to be learnt,
(2) to give the class the opportunity to use the newly

learnt structure .as often as possible, and

to teach a small amount at a time giving the class
ample opportunity to learn and practise what has been
taught. The structures that need to be taught are known

to all teachers and are listed below for convenience.
The order in which these structures should be taught

is quite flexible. What is important is that they be
taught, not by giving rules but by giving the class
and the individuals in the class the opportunity to
practise the new structures and that once taught, their
correct usage must be insisted upon in the classroom.
The teacher ought not to correct grammatical 'faults'
that have not been taught in class.
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STRUCTURES TO BE TAUGHT

Level I

This/That/It/he/she is

These/those/they are

am

fYou/we/ _e

Noun (phrase)
Adjective (phrase
Locative

Interrogative and Negative forms of the above.
Past Tense was, were) forms of the above.

The present continuous tense using the con ractcd form for
speech.

I'm
You're
he's
she's
it's
we're
They're

V-ing

The interrogative and negative forms of the above.

The personal pronouns in the objective and poss ssive forms.
Subject/Verb ageement in the present tense.
The -ed past tense forms of weak verbs.
The possessive forms of the nouns,
Use of Have/has

Level II
Revision of Level I.
Prepositions in locative and temporal phrases.
There is/are . .

Use of some, any,
The present progressive tense in the following sentence patterns:

S + V + DO
S + V + (Adv.)
S + V + 10 + DO

Use f Mass Nou
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Complex Sentences
Main clauses + Adv. Clause (Time and Reason
Main clause + Adj. Clause (incl. Relative)

Sentence Pattern
S + V + DO + to +
with verbs like give, show, bring

Request forms: Will you please)
Please don't ) ask + N = (not) + inf.

Use of too, enough, yet, still, already, the reflexive pronoun.
The past progressive tense;
Adverbial phrases of duration, frequency.
Comparative and superlative of Adjectives.

Level VI

Tense I and II
Use of can, could, shall, should, will, would.
"if" Clauses unless; in case (of); whether.
Use of must, have to; needn't, need to, ought to, s u d.
Use of conjunctions when, before, after, because, so while, as,

although, but, since, until.

The Passive Voice.
Noun, Participles, Gerunds

Either or); neither .

The emphatic pronouns.

The Perfect tense
The Pluper ect ten e

Reading
The child invariably enters school with an intense desire to learn

to read. It is up to the teacher to keep this desire alive throughout
the child's school life. To do so with any measure of success, it is
advisable that as soon as the child acquires the art of word recogni-
tion, he should be given opportunity to apply it in meaningful
situations. Reading forms a part of every subject taught at school,
so there should be no scarcity of opportunity for practice.
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Pre-Reading Activities
There are certain educational principles which cannot be ignored

when teaching a child to read. First, the child should show a rcading
readiness. Secondly, ih ,-! teaching programme should be geared so to
enable the child to discover the key to decode the written symbols
into the sounds they represent, i.e. it should contain a sound phonic
component. Thiidlv, the child should be given sufficient practice so
that recognition ot common words and phrases becomes automatic.
Fourthly, the material which he is required to read must not only
interest him but also, should be suited to his age, ability and attain-

ment. Reading should be preceded by experiences, actual or make-
believe, and adequate oral practice.

If the transition from actual experience and conversation to
comprehension of the printed word is to Ee satisfactory, a lot of

preliminay work must be done in the classroom, through art, writing
of captions, labelling of furniture and blackboard work.

Level I.

The reading scheme for this level should be culturally relevant

and should combine the 'phonic', 'whole word' and 'sentence'

approaches to reading. This would ensure that the child derives the
pleasure of reading success and learns the phonic skills necessary to

attempt the material.
Basic class readers should relate as closely as possible to the

child's surroundings and to his natural interests; they should be
giaded in difficulty; very colourful, with s,mtences well spaced; an('

printed in a bold clear type. They should be suited to his age and
reading ability, but so structured as to challenge him to geater
effort. Controlled vocabulary and patterns of language structure would

give him maximum practice in new forms without undue boredom.
Supplementary reading material is essential if the child is to learn
to read and not say from memory, what he is supposed to read. It
extends his reading experience by placing familiar words learned
previously, in an entirely new context.

In level I supplementary reading material should include stories

us ng familiar words found in the basic reader, workbooks, related

to the basic text, word-building cards, look-and-say cards, word
puzzles, loose cut-out letters to match with pictures, word and picture

matching sets, reading leaflets, reading games and supplementary

readers from other reading series of comparable difficulty.
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The materials woi.n(1 increase in number and degree of difficulty
at each progressive stage of the child's reading ability. Slower learners
need more opportunity for practice.

Level II

The child, at Level II should have acquired the basic phonic
skills that would enable him to read any material suited to his age and
attainment with fluency. He should now strive to improve his skill
through regulat practice in both oral and silent reading. A well
directed programme at this stage should encourage the habits of
independent inquiry and foster a love for reading.

The teacher should provide a library, not only the expensive
all-purpose school library, bat smaller classroom collections which he
changes from time to time as the need arises. The Library should
pcovide enough resource material for inforination connected with
other subjects on his time table, and should also introduce him to
the finest of children's literiture. It could include simple facts of
life around him, stories of adventure; stories of nature, fairy tales,
children's novels, myths and legends, both in poetry and prose.

The B.:ckward Reeders:
Diagnostic tests should be administered to identify areas of

weakness and the findings should be used as a guide for a systematic
course of remedial reading exercises. The S.R.A. reading scheme
Dr any other scientifically graded reading material could be very
helpful.

Level III

The Reading Scheme for Level III should provide the child with
opportunities for practice in oral and silent reading to increase his
ability to comprehend quickly, to increase his knowledge and to
cultivate a love for good literature.

No single text book could achieve sucii an aim. Children should
be encouraged to read widely and the class libraries should contain
texts and other reading matter to stimulate the interest of the child.
Source material for special class projects in Social Studies, and
Science, provides useful reading.

Speciai assignments such as book reviews, discussion on books,
library quizzes, library research projects, would stimulate the desire
to read.
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ritten Composition
As soon as the child has acquired a fair degree of skill in the

basic art oi writing, opportunities should be provided to give him
frequent practice to develop the quick co-ordination of the mind
and the hand in his wr.rk.

Level I

At this level, the child might trac :. over the teacher's writing.
Later, as he becomes more competent, he would attempt to copy
from his charts, reading books and bla':kboard work on his own.

dic teacher's duty to see that the copying stage does not last
too long, for self-reliance should be tho ultimate goal.

Topics should be meaningful and rciate to the child's d3ily
de, his int,irests, stories read or told, chit; about events at home or

at school, the nature table, the toy, a v.-,uk.
The early attempts to express himself in writing would be

perhaps a word painfully written near to his drawing. Friendly
encouragement, and sincere commendation could inspire confidence
and greater effort.

Level II

The main objectives a, this stage could be to develop the child's
ability to express himself coherently and concisely and to awaken
his sense of the value of written words and phrases as an instrument
of thought. It could also lay the foundation for discrimination in
their use.

The underlying plinciple in the programmL is to give each child
an incentive to improve his writing rather than to assist on definite
level of achievement. Emphasis in teaching, should he: experience
before expression; substance before form; practical writing as well as
creative writing: concise expression, accurate spelling aided by the
use of the dictionuy.

Freedom in expression should be given preference over correct-
ness of language but the common faults must be noted and correo.d
during the Speech Training or the Language Structure period. Towards
the end of the course, the child could be given formal corrective
exercises.

The programme should include listening to stories or poems read,
mad written reproduction, their own reading then reporting about it
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in writing, reports of observations on field trips, choosing topics from
Social Studies, activities in the home and the community, explanations
about how things work, letters to friends and relatives.

It is to bc expected that the type of written work produced would
vary with the age, ability and language experience.

Level I I

Children at Level III are more critical of their own efforts and
could be helped if topics are discussed beforehand and the ideas
arranged in some sort of order. At this le-el the teacher should look for
ideas, but she should pay more attention to the presentation of these
ideas than in earlier levels.

Written work therefore becomes more formal and as the child
cornes to realise that tmma distinct sets of conventions govern writing
and talking, he would grovv to appreciate the need for prec sion in
written work.

The purpose of each leson should be clearly defined so that the
child could understand the need for such exercises, and co-operate
in learning. These would include short letters, notes, informadon about
special occasions at school, or in the village, exercises in geography,
history, nature hikes, plans to produce a class play or concert.

All such exerdses provide material for training in the various
forms of presentation. Apart from these however, contributions to
a class newspaper, the school bulletin &c., could provide an incentive
for writing and could demand a high standard of accuracy.

The School Library
A well-equipped library should offer a wide range of reading

material suited to the age and the interests of the primary school
child. It would have a reference section with encyclopedias, dictionaries,

newspapers, journals, magazines, leaflets and a lending section, with
anthologies of W.I. and other literature, plays, school boys' adventure

stories, school girls' annuals, junior novels, biographies, books on

history, geography and travel; pictorials, books of verseboth
traditional or modern.

Handwriting
1. Writing should be conceived as a unit in the whole art of

communication, that is, both as an art as well as a social requkement.
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The teacher being aware of this aim, must guard against the danger
of plychological failure. He should grade his programme carefully so

ensure regular progress and to reduce the possibility of frustrating

the child's effort.
2. Si lice handwriting is an expression of the child's personality,

the teacher should encourar the child's efforts by commendation of
legibility and style.

3. He should be on the lookout for physical handicaps like

poor health, weak vision and faulty posture which may retard progress
and should take positive steps to assist the child in obtaining medical

help.
Difficulties caused by unfortunate classroom condi ions should

also be taken into account.

Level I

The emphasis is on the use of patterns and designs calculated

to exercise the arm and the hand, until the child acquires a degree
of muscular control. All exercises should be done with large paint
brushes, on large sheets of sugar paper or newspaper. Later, opport-

unities should be provided for tracing letters and figures beginning
with big writing and gradually reducing in size.

Scribbling introduces the child to the idea of rhythm in hand-

writing.
As soon as the basic letter forms are acquired the child should

be introduced to the cursive movement, so that letters flow one
into the other in an easy and natural .r.ianner. Entries and exits are
given. Handwriting, however, must not be considered as consisting

of the total joining of letters. It should be a compromise.
Some letters which do not join readily are b, g, j, p, q, s, v,

y, z. At this stage the main concern is with the introduction of finished

letter forms, which will continue to be written unjoined. As the
child practises his writing he might automatically join some letters

chagonally. This should not be discouraged.

Level II

Writing at this stage might be considered as a free expression of

an individual's personality, and rules need not be followed slavishly,

when once the art of ligature is learnt. Care must be taken when



preparing the handwriting schcme to ensure that only ligatures which
produce a fine rhythm are introduced.

The teacher might follow any handwriting sche e which has a
potential for speed and legibility.

Formal instructions in the mechanics would be reduced to the
minimum and might only be used to develop rhythm, fluency,
speed or legibility. Most of the writing exercise at this stage are
corrective.

Personal Expression
One of the fundamental tasks of the Language Arts teacher is

to provide the pupil with an opportunity to express his personal
experiences and to help turn to increase his capacity to express him-
self. The structures, vocabulary and skills learnt in other lessons
only become part of his language, when he uses them in the context
of his teal experience. All the activities of the language programme are
directed at the development of the pupil's own verbal expression,
and his comprehension of the verbal expression of others. For this
reason the child must be provided with regular opportunities for free
conversation and free writing about his own personal experience.

The in learning language, must be given occasion to speak
and to write freely about his own personal experience. The teacher
may provide a stimulus i.e. a trip, a story, an object, a project; but
the teacher does not overtly direct or control either the free conversa-
tion or the creative writing of the child.

It is impossible to provide any list of topics for personal ex-
pression. Suggestions can be made, but subject-matter will differ
from group to group and from child to child.

Oral work will naturally predominate in this part of the pro-
gramme. Speech is inherently more spontaneous than writing, and
comes to the child more easily for obvious reasons. Free conversations
should form a regular part of the programme.

Written work must be closely connected to these informal
chats so that the child comes to regard his written words as a record
of his speech.

The chance to speak freely in this type of class is particularly
useful to children for whom the school represents one of the few
opportunities for extended conversation. For these children particu-
larly, classroom conversation performs an important furction in the
development of personality in addition to the more obvious ones of
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shaping fluency and creativity.
It is important that these considerations be placed above

"correctness." Written work should be sparingly corrected, if at all.
In conversation, the pupil should be free to use dialect wherever the
acceptable English equivalents have not yet been taught. The vernac-
ular is to be accepted until the 'new' speech patterns have been well
learnt.

The attitude of the teacher must be guided at each age level by
consideration for the stage of development of the child. The irna
inative development of children follows definite stages.

Level I

The child needs to visualise. His experience is limited in scope
and the teacher is responsible for widening his perception. The
younger the child, the greater the need for words to be rooted in
first hand sensory experience. The teacher must provide activities and
objects that act as stimuli for talk.

The child needs to learn to appreciate the relation of work to
thought. Most of his expression will be oral. He may however, be
encouraged to record in drawing his experience i.e. day to day activities,
experiences of home life. These drawings may be labelled by the
teacher and later captioned with a sentence. These sentences will
gradually develop into full parawaphs.

The teacher is responsible for giving the young child a sense
of security and belief in his own worth, that will make him willing
to speak freely. The young child will be most concerned with himself
and his immediate surroundings so fax as they affect him.

Level H

As the child develops, his viewpoint will gradually expand to
include the personA concerns of others. It is a major concern of the
language teacher to assist the child Lri this transition from subjectivity
to a more objective standpoint. Discussion of the appearance and
feelings of others, and the development of human values; sympathy,
honour, justice, &c. should find a place in the language class from time
to time.
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In the Junior School the teacher can attempt to make the pupils
interested in making meaning plain. She can help children to phrase
questions to clarify their minds and develop their capacity for clear
speech and writing.

Level III

The upper Junior School child is approaching adolescence and
for him, his thoughts and feelings offer a new fascinating field. From
discussion and writing about his own tho,,ghts and feelings he can be
led to an insight into the feelings of others. The writing of fiction
should be possible at this stage.

At all times the writing programme should be integrated with
literature and students should be encouraged where practicable to
write poems, stories, plays in imitation of those met in the literature
programme.

Spelling
Correct spelling is an important part of the Language Arts

Programme, but the teacher must recognise the fact that the teaching
of spelling is a functional activity. He should develop in the child an
awareness of the correct spelling of words frequently used in his day
to day existence, and encourage a conviction that both courtesy and
self-esteem demand correct spelling in all written communication.

Level I

The child should be taught correspondences between letters
and sounds and vice versa. If the reading programme contains a strong
phonic component spelling will be greatly facilitated. At this level
children should be taught to recognise and spell simple phonic words
in phonic groups. In addition, the child should be taught a central
core of common words suited to his age group, e.g. his name, address,
school name, days of thc week &c., that he needs to write frequently.

At all times the child should see the words used M v&rious
situations as labels, on the blackboard, in his work book, in friezes,
in diagrams and other decorative work.
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Before he leaves Level he should be able to recognise the
letters of the alphabet by name and sounds, to spell words phonetically
and he should have memorised many non-phonic words in common
use.

Levels II and III

At levels ll and lit, the child would need a wider vocabulary
in his written work. Reference should be made to the dictionary as
the authority for correct spelling. Spelling consciousness should be

awakened by reference to spelling patterns of words encountered
in reading, and by directing attention to sound patterns.

Besides the words needed for the Language programme, the child
should be taught words relating to other subject areas e.g. Nature,
occupations around the home, cornriunity, festivals, teligion, social
activities.

Literature

The child's reading of 'literature' in the primary school will
provide him with his most rewarding and attractive experience with
the written word. The teacher of children's literature, while he realises
the important function that literature plays in language development,
as well as its influence on psychological maturity, must keep as his

first concern the creation of "a reader". Stories and poems must
always be presented as entertainment. The enjoyment and discernment
that the child gets from these simple works will deepen and shape the
literary experience of his adult years.

At each level the poems and stories should be chosen with care
to suit the stage of development and be relevant to the personal
experience of the child. The works chosen should be attiactive and
of interest to the child. Children may be alienate(' from literature by
writing that which they consider dull, irrelevant, or "sissy".

At Level I children enjoy animal stories, folktales, fantasy, in
which goad and evil are presented unequivocally, rhymes and verses

with strong regular rhythms. Attempts should be made to make him
visualise the subject-matter of these works, and his memory should
be developed by making him leaxn or retell them.

At Level II, the absorbption with literature should deepen. The
child must be helped to identify with the characters in the stories.
Hs emotional response should be guided by the teacher towards a
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consideration of the feelings of characters presented in the stories.
Simple considerations of these emotions and attitudes will gready
influence the child's standard of what is true, what is admirable and
what is not.

The child is able at this stage to appreciate formthe justness of
desc iption, suitability of rhythm &c.

Works read should include:
Adventure and travel stories, biographies of World and National

heroes, domestic and school stories. Strongly rhythmical poems,
narrative poems, poems that appeal to the emotions, comic stories and

poems.
At Level III the teacher may feel that the children are capable of

developing standards of taste in literature. While sophisticated aesthetic

enjoyment is beyond the primary school child, the teacher may be
able to awaken response to aptness of phrase, beauty in imagery, suita-

bility of rhythm &c. which will enrich the child's enjoyment of
literature.

Literature can be of great benefit to the adolescent child. The

Language AA-ts Progamme at this stage needs to be closely related
tO the child's own personal expression. Feeling expressed in good
literatuie are pit into perspective and may be used by the teacher
to help the children judge the falsity of stereotyped emotions depicted
so often on T.V. and in the cinema.

Themes like love, death and guilt viewed and discusse'd from
many angles in poems and stories train perceptions and feelings and
so help th,-: child towards emotional maturity.

The Literature programme should provide opportunities for
drama, choral speaking and creative writing as well as the reading of

prescribed texts.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

This Programme of Work is presented in four levels:

Level
Infant School 2 years

Levels II & Ill
Junior School (5 years ) .
Level 2 is a three-year program e for the first three classes of the

Junior School.
Level 3 is a two-year programme for the upper classes of the

Junior School.
Level 4 is intended for Post Primary Classes/Junior Secondary

Schools (3 years

Level IInfant School
Year 1

Moral and Social Ediz'catio
It is desired that the child should develop standards of conduct

which will make him a welcome member in any group, ready to give as
well as to take. At this age he is very responsive to suggestion and does
much of his learning through imitation. It is vital that during his
daily life he sees exemplified, standards of behaviour and thought
worthy of emulation. Thus the teacher occupies a position of great

responsibility.
In this grade the teacher should plan an environment in which

the child has an opportunity to develop as an individual and to gain
confidence in his social relations with children and adults. This en-
vironment, while providing the comfort and security of a new routine,
offers new and stimulating experiences.

Topics such as the following are suitable:
I. Living and working with others.

.) Good manners.
Table Manners.
Thoughtfulness for others.
Service to others.
School rules.
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Year 2

Aloral and Social Education!
In the second year the children are more experienced in group

living than they were in the first year and more appreciative of the
part played by each member of the group. Frequent opportunities
should therefore be offered to the children to experience the joy of
giving, and serving others.

Simple daily ceremonies should foster high ideals and loyalty to
country. Through the observance of special days and festivals the
children will become aware of their heritage and the part to be
played by each individual in building and upholding it.

The following need to be stressed:
Good mannersEtiquetteSimple introduction.
Giving and serving.

(iii) Working in the community.
(iv) Care of personal and public property.
(v) Appreciation of beauty.

Loyalty.
(vii) Stories of famous boys and girls through the ages.

Years 1 and 2

Social Knowledge:
1. The familyOur neighbourstheir customs and dress.
2. Children and their families from other lands living in our

village or town.
3. The home, the neighbourhood and the school.
4. WeatherSunshine, wind and rain charts.
5. Fuel and power in the home and in the school.
6. The food we eat, the clothes we wear and the homes we

live in.
7. Road safety.
8. Money as we know it todayuses of moneymoney of

other landsShopping and barterthe piggy bank.

At all times use should be made of current events. Further, the
work in Social Studies should be supplemented by folk tales, folk
dances, folk songs and folk music. Opportunities should also be taken
to do incidental teaching on moral and social topics.

Suggestions for dealing with the work of the Infant School have
been made in the previous Curriculum Guide.
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NOTE ON FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION, POPULATION
EDUCATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

The topics on Family Life Education, Population Education
and Environmental Education are listed at the end of the Social
Knowledge Sections. This does not imply that they should be dealt
with only at the end of the year. Indeed, it is not intended that every
teacher will follow the exact order of the topics listed in this
Programme of Work.

M regards treatment of these topics it is =portant to note that
zhe pupils are being introduce to phenomena which will demand
continuing study in their later years. Therefore, what is essentiO
during the Primary School years is that the teachers work towards
the development of concepts rather than merely providing information
which the purOls will be expected to memorise. Further, teachers
should take into consideration the maturity of the pupils and their
level of attainment.

Starting therefore, with elementary treatment in the lowest
classes, teachers will gradually increase the content and seek to deepen
the understanding of the issues involved.

The topics are intended to develop in the pupils new values,
new ways of thinking. The Curriculum Guides should provide valuable
assistance as regards content and methods of approach.

5 0
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Levels II and III deal with the Junior School with pupils "ri age group
7 to 12

Level II(Three-year course).- (Classes I-III in the Junior Sch l)

Year 1

and Social Education:
1. Home, school and community. Re-emphasize and develop
of Infant Classes.
2. Service and loyalty to our country. Further development

work of infant Classes.
Care of flowers and eescare of native birds and animals

care of parks, &c.
Introduction to an appreciation of the work done by such

bodies as The Boy Scout and Girl Guide Movements and others,
3. Appreciation of beauty in many formsWonders of nature,

LAperiences in Art, Music and Literature.
4. Worthy livingIncidents from the lives of people who

exemplify worthy standards of behaviour, for example, love of birds
and animals, faith, courage, &c.

5. Commemorative DaysDaily News.

Social KnowledgeThe Community:
(i) Living in our CommunityThe people in the community,

the work they do and the way they live. (Selections
Places where they come togetherchurch, school, picnic,
places, &c.
Their association with the Public Services, for example,
Roadways, Transport, Electricity, &c.Public Buildings
with discussion around the service which the building
represents.
Where we get our food, water, light and fuel.Ways to
cook our food, &c.
Transport in and out of our community; what is trans-
ported and the vehicles used in each case.
Ways of communicating with people in our neighbourhood
postal services, the telephone.
How people get paid for services in the community--
money as wages of salaryhow and why people save..
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Modern currency (coins, paper money). Different jobs
division of labour and differfrig levels of income mple
treatment).

Level IIYear 2

The work of the second year should consolidate and extend that
of the infant School and that done by the first class of the junior
School. At this stage the pupils have become more interested in the
world beyond the home, the school and the immediate community.

Work in this year is therefore planned to satisfy their developing
curiosity about other places, peoples and ways of life, as well as to
deepen their understanding of the immediate environment. A more
thorough study of the local community provides standards of com-
parison and forms a starting point for extension beyond the locality
so that places far away and strange to the child may be approached in
the light of his understanding of his own neighbourhood and
community.

A. Moral and Social Education:
Moral EducationThe growing child learns moral and ethical

values by experiencing and practising them. A friendly and secure
school and classroom community, examples of children's worthy
conduct therein, and the teacher's continuous and systematic influence
for good, are of fundamental importance in the moral education and
training of young children.

1. Daily Happenings DailY happenings in classroom, school and
neighbourhood; for example, a child's heroism
in an accident, friendliness to a new pupil, &c.

2. Episodes from the Famous West Indians in the fields of sports,
lives of great men education &c.
and women

B. Social Experiences and Activities:
Social values such as the recognition of the rights of others, of

the necessity for law and order, and a pride in work well done, may
be developed through children's active participation. This develop-
ment is best fostered by incidental and informal talks and activities,
advantage being taken of situations which arise in the classroom
from time to time.
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L Inrulcatug Attitudes:
(a) School Weekly Assembly.
(b) Class morning assembly.
( c) Observance of Commemorative Days.

How weather affects life in the community-ho- we get

our weather news.
(yin ) The rules of health and safety which we observe volunt-

arily in our daily living and those which we are required

to observe.

B. Life in our Local Communiri
(a) A selection should be made from the folio ng:

Life in the city or country.
Life on a plantation (cocoa, sugar, coconut,
Life on an animal farm poultry) &c.
Life in a fishing village.
Life in an oilfield area.

(B) Life in other parts of the world: Again a selection should
be made. Some of the following topics may be found

suitable:
) All children play games.

All children love pets.
Toys around the world.

(iv) Other people's houses.
(v) Other people's food.
(vi) How other people dress.

It is important that the teacher should help the children to
recognize the similarities existing among the peoples of the world
and to be tolerant of the differences.

Family Life Education, Population Education, Envlronmeinl
Education

Roles of members of the family with emphasis on responsibiliti s
of each member. Qualities expected of each member.

Food and the Family-quantity, quality of food. Avoiding

wastage of food; home-grown foods.
Food and the community-availability of food; hoarding;

praedial larceny; sharing; co-operative buying by families; wholesome-

ness of food.
Proper use of the environment-water.
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2. Social Behaviour and Responsibility:
Socially accepted behaviourBy precept and example
the teacher should provide opportunities for the practice
of various modes of courteous and considerate behaviour.

Politeness in entering a room, in delivering a message,
iu greeting people &c. The rights and the needs of
others to be considered.

(b) Practical Social Serviceservice rendered by children
themselves aS individuals; ' My good deed for the day"
or service rendered in such organizations as the Junior
Red Cross, Brownies, Cubs, &c.

Social Knowledge
A. Our Community:

1. People from various lands living a ong hen contribution,
how they dress, &c.

2. Children from other lands and how they livedifercnce in
home, dress &c., and reasons for same,

3. The people who work in our Public Services (continued), then
uniforms; how they are paid for these servicestaxes, licence fees, Sec.,
preliminary discussion of forms of rates and taxes.

4. How people dress in our communitythe village seamstress
and the clothing factory.

5. How rcople earn a living in the communityinterdependence
of various occupations, including the part played by social workers.

Simple concept of the division of labour and differing levels of income
children should be helped to realise that they have a part to play in

class and school organization simaar to the part played by adults
in the community outside.

6. Continuation of Transport topicmodes of transport used.
Further discussion on the types of transport used in the locality
simple discussion on trade and communication between areas in the

country.
What people eat in our communityfoods from farms and

factoriesanimals as a source of food.

B. Life in our local communities (from Year
Selections to be made.
Life in other parts of the world (from ListYear
Selections to be made.
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chers should avoid repeating what was done in
Year 1 but should select from topics not done. This
however depends on class abili ies, teaching personnel
and other variables.
Life in other s:

Selections to be niade from the followin opics:
(i) The story of houses,

The story of ships.
The story of clothes.

(iv) The story of travel.
(v) The story of money.
(vi) The story of writing.

The teacher should aim at makdrig the children aware that there
was a time when people did not enjoy the amenities which make
comfortable living possible today. En this way thea- interest is stimulated
in both a former way of life and man's efforts to improve it.

Family Life Education, Population Education, Environmnentl Educa-
tion:

Health and Sanitation in relation to the indiv dual, the home,
the school, the community.

Proper use of the enviionmentwater, land, for s
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Level IIYear 3
Moral and Social Education

A. Moral EducationContinuation of work do e in Year 2

B. Social Experiences and Activities:

1 Inculcating attitudes.
2. Social behaviour and responsibility. (continuation of work

done in Year 2).
3. Personal responsibilityChildren should be given the opport-

y of assuming responsibility, wherever possible in such matters as
(i) room tidiness, library &c.
(ii) class representation and leadership.

responsibility as regards use of the road.

T'he teacher should encourage responsibility beyond the school to
within the homes, including the reaponsibility involved in the care of
younger brothezs and sisters, and in keepnig pets.

C Social KnowledgeOur Corn rflr4,lIty:
1. The story (history) of cur town or village. (If possible scrap

books can be made, old inhabitants inwrviewed). The story of Trinidad
and Tobago (simple treatment).

2- Location and Mapping.
(a) First maps of our areamaking a simple map of some-

thing the child can see, for example, classroom, school,
school grounds area (if possible) &c. Mapping should
be accompanied by the use of sand-tray or other simple
models which can be made realistic by the use o
miniature trees, houses, &c.
Chilen should be made to realise, that though maps
are hung for convenience so that conventionally the
North is the top of the map, direction should be given
as North and South and not tap and bottom, or up and
down. Maps or plans should be oriented in a hori2ontal
position for all early work. (Short excursions are most
valuable in developing the understanding of the map).

(b) The Cardinal Points. Where tae sun rises and sets.
Exercises in direction outside the classroom. Tracing
direction on map for example, from home to school,
to various local land marks.
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(d

Land forms Teaching tne nature of various simple land
formsThe district will offer opportunities for the
recognition of simple land forms which are found
therein. Such simple features as plain, bill, river, valley,
seashore, bay, cave, &c., are examples of land forms
which may be recognized by the children. The use of
visual material of all types, for examplemodels, will
be found most helpful in explaining various land forms,
whether they are present in the locality or not. Outdoor
work should be undertaken where practicable.
Weatherdeveloping an awareness of changing weather
and its effectsobservarion and discussion of such
features as clouds, for example; rain, (effects on ground,
street, countryside), sky (ckar or overcast), sun, &c.

Discussion of effects of weather on:
(a) Clothing, food and games.
(b) Plants, birds, animals

3. Position and size of our region in rilation to ouc country
in erdependence re be stressed.

4. How we keep our foods wholesome. Simple lessons on health
standards governing sale and use of foods.

5. The cost of fuel and power in the home and the need for
more power.

(b)

Continuation of wo k done in Year 2 in respe of "Life
Ln other times."
Selections to be made from the following:

The story of the boat.
The story of the car.
The story of the steam engine.
The story of the aeroplane.

Family Life Education, Population Education and Environrnantml
Education

The large family. The small family. Circumnstances relation to each_
Budgeting, nutrition, accommodation.

The Davekiprnent of our Country
Natural resourcesrelief, rive s and the sea, climate, soils,

mineral wealth.
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Loyal IIIYears 4 and 5
(Junior School)

At this level the child is being presented with an ever-widening
and fascinating world. A more detailed study is made of the extended
local community (eventually to include the w'hole of Trinidad and
Tobago) and its history is now being extended similarly. Interest in

her ways of living both in tile present and in the past, is encouraged
and developed.

Although the work commenced in the third year of Level 1
provided the core of the programme in this section, the extension of
the idea of neighbourhood, to that of district and to homeland and
finally, the world, gives opportunity for inclusion of new ideas and
concepts. The history of the district and the homeland introduces
the idea of change through time.

The course at this level features expanding the child's horizon.
Vhen the child has developed some understanding of his community
through a well-planned study of the district in its regional setting,
he is ready to widen his horizons. It is essential that in doing this, the
child gains sufficient basic knowledge and skills to lay the foundation
for the subsequent study of the country's growth to nationhood, its
position in the world, and its relation with other lands and peoples.
Family Life: This should be on the basis of group discussion.

This aspect of work should include such features
as the role of individuals in the family; the
family as the basis of society; inter-personal
relationships; tolerance; and the roles of families
in promoting stability in the community.

current Events: It has already been stated but it needs to be
stressed that the study of current events should
be an essential part of Social Studies, since
they form a link between the world and the
classroom and are a record of change and
development. In general, current events should
be included in the course naturally and in-
formally. The teacher's attitude is most im-
portant. Curiosity and enthusiasm are infectious,
and a fair-minded approach with a willingness
to discuss both sides of a question is a valuable
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means wlie !iy the social education of the
children may be extended.

IVMoral and Social Education
ears 4 -nd 5) (Junior School)

Moral Education:
At this level the chdd's envh-onment should continue to reflect

ancl exemplify the kind of living to be learnt and built into character.

1_ Daily Happenings: Daily happenings in the school, the
community and the wider world are fruitful fields for helping children

to understand desirable standards of conduct and ideals. As stated
before, stress should be laid on doing and living as well as knowing
and thinking. As the child matures, many meaningful situations can
be developed to help him understand and strengthen moral and ethical
values by the appreciation of-examples of worthy dailing living.

2. Worthy Men and Wooten: So that pupils could be insped to
attain great heights, it is imporant to include stories from the lives of
worthy men and women, who have dared to apply the highest in
moral and spiritual values to the circumstances of their lives. In addi-
tion, it may be useful to include men and women of courage, as well

as those who have given unselfish service to mankind.

B. Social Activities and Experie ces:
At this level attributes of self-reliance should be strengthened and

greater emphasis given to the development of civic responsibility.

Inculcating attitudes: Increasing opportunities should be given
for pupils' participation, both in groups and as individuals in
supporting charitable- causes, and in the observance of com-
memorative days, &c.

2. Social Behaviour and Responsibility:
Socially acceptable behaviour. By precept and example the
teacher should train children in various modes of courteous
behaviour, for example, courtesy in interrupting a conversa-
don to deliver a message, in answering the telephone, in
giving thanks, in waiting one's turn and in other ways where

thought for others is the keynote of behaviour.
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ical Soczal Servzce:
Services rendered by the children to such organization as
junior Red Cross, Scours and Guides &c.

Persorial responsibilitythe training of childr n in responsible
behaviour in and out of school, at home, on holidays and on
the street. (Older pupils should be encouraged to set the
necessary example). It should also provide training in dem-
ocratic organization in the classroom, on the occasion of the
election of class leaders and class representatives, and during
class meetings. (Conducted on sornple lines
There should be opportunities for discussion of ways and
means of keeping the neighbourhood and public places dean.
(Refer to public health and the development of pride in
things beautiful).

Level IIIYear 4

C. cial Krio e:

ThemeUnderstanding Our Community: Our Hc -Leland
Trinidad and Tobago.

Peoples of Trinidad and Tobago
) Simple treatment of the cosmopolitan nature of

_ ur society and backbround. (Use of maps and
atlasimportant). The early peoples of Trinidad
and TobagoCaribs and Arawaks.

(b) Our Festivals and CustomsChristmas, Carnival,
Eid, Ramadan, Holi, (Festival of Spring) and
Divali, The Village Wake, The Gayap.
Kinds of jobs in our community. (Here the stress
should be on inter-dependence and appreciation
of all kinds of work.
Where we keep our savingsBanksSimple out-
line of Credit Unions and Co-operatives.
The functions of Bankscheques and their use.
Simple Budgeting.

Our CountryTrinidad and Tobago
The country should be treated as a unitin broad

outline, however. Sufficient geographic.0 and historical
knowledge should be provided to form the basis not
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only for "love of coun ry," but also an awareness of our
country's place in the Caribbean. The early history of our
country must be included. Vivid presentations with visual
aids such as models and maps, will enable the children to
understand simple concepts. Views of places of scenic
beauty should be depicted.

Some emphasis should however be placed on
the peoplewhere they live, what they produce and the
destination of these goods, where they work, what they
wear and how they spend their leisure time.

(b) the cost of food, clothing, &c. (Introductory lessons in
consumer educationbudgeting, &c.)

Elec tive Topics:
One or more of the following topics should be at empted:

The Oil Industry of Trinidad and Tobago.
The Asphalt Industry olTrinidad and Tobago.
Tourism in Trinidad and Tobago.
Village, County and Municipal Councils.
A Housing or industrial Estate or Factory Visi
Fuel and Power supplies in the region.
Peasant farminggrowing more food.
My village, District or Town.

Banking.
Agriculture.
Industrial Relations.
The Protective Services (Police, Regim nt Coast
Guard, Prison Service).

(n) Hurricanes and Earthquakes.
(a) The United Nations.

These topics may be attempted as Class Projects or Centres of
Interest and should be done mainly through activities and experiences.
The child should be given the opportunity to see as many aspects of
the work as possible himself and scrap-book making should be
encouraged.

Family Life Education, Population Education, Environmental
Education:

Aids to gooe life:

(a) appreciation of the place and importance of the family.
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respect for parents and family me: bers.
inre.rest in the home.

Factors influenc: g quality of home life:
(a) working parents.
(b) respect for parents and family members.
(c) interest in the home.

Factors influencing quality of home life
(a) working parents.
(b) distance from home to place of work or school.
(c) recreationparties, clubs, television, &c.
(d) mass medianewspapers, radio, television.

Overcrowdingcauses and consequeno3s
Demands on resources and servicesland, food, water, energy,

housing, schools, hospitals, &c.
Social problems: jobs, juvenile delinquency, slu s squatting,

crime.

The Development of our Country
(a) formal educationPrimary, Secondary, University.
(b) other educational influencesownership of means of pro-

duction; income distribution; attitude to manual work.

Level 3--Vtvar
Social Knowledge:

Theme: Understanding our Community and study of our Carib-
bean neighbours.

Peoples of the Caribbean
(a) Some are more detailed discussion of the cosmopolitan nature

not only of our society but that of the Caribbean as well.
Shriple history of the different peoples who came to the

Caribbean and the story of their coming.
Earlier peoples in the West Indies and Caribbean Lands.
Revision of Arawaks and Caribs and story of the Aztecs,

Mayas and Incas.

(b) The Steelband, rl-te Parang and the Calypso.
(c) How our people are goveinedThe National Legislature and

the National ExecutiveMinisters and their portfolios. If
topic (d) under elective topics is not done in the last year
some preliminary work should be attempted.

(d) Growing more food at homeimplications for the individual,
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the country, &c.
Further study of how we save and where we keep our savings.
(Follow up work from the previous yearThe Co-operative).

(ii) Our Caribbean Neighbours:
The principle of inter-dependence should be stressed. It is not
necessary that a detailed, systematic treatment of each island be
done, for example: position, size, build, climate, &c., though
some facts in this regard may be pertinent in the discussion of
Caribbean relationships.

Suk ,sted aspects of work:
Caribbean Products and the world marketsimple discussion

on CARICOMWhat we get from our Caribbean neighbours
and what they get from us. Trinidad's oil should be dis-

cussed. (Special attention should be paid to the Crude
oil trade between Trinidad, Venezuela and the Middle East).
Trade and Communications in the Caribbean and beyond;
sloops, and schooners, oil tankers, ore boats, &e.
Development of Air transport within the region leading to
further afieldMain airlines of the world and their link
with the Caribbean.

(iii) Elective Topics:
Continuation of work from list of topics submitted in Year 1.

As pupils would have had a background of Caribbean lands, the scope
of work may be broadened.

Family Life Education, Population Education, Environmental
Education

Development of our Country:
Productivity: What it is. Why increase it. How to increase it.
Employment: Capital (for machines and technology).

Science and technology in industr:/.
Work duration; demand for foods and services.
Work satisfaction (type of job, environment, re .
muneration, labour mobility, fringe benefits).

The Use of Leisure Time
Sports, Reading, Home Parties, Radio and Television, Tape

Recorder. Movies, Hobbies, Listening to music, Service to the com-
munity, &c.
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GENERAL SCiENCE (PRIMARY SChOOL

Science in the primary school should begin with the children's
ordinary daily experiences of the physical world in which they live.
it should then go on to provide therl with the opportunity to enjoy
the thrill of discovery and participation. In the primary school
attention is already being given to Science in the form of "Nature
Study' . But Science is a much wider study than this. It should
become a way of thinking for the child, a way of reducing fear with
facts, of making reasoned guesses, of withholding judgements until
adequate information is received, and of using knowledge in solving
practical problems. Observing details, noting changes and discovering
relationships should he essential parts in promoting the Science
programme. Above all, Science should help children to discover,
organise and use information to improve living.

All this implies that Science cannot be a passive subject. Not
only musz the children listen and look, but they must be involved in
doing things and discovering things for themselves. Listening and
looking may often be a necessary preliminary to a Science lessor but
unless the child is then led on to ask questions about his experiences
and to put them to the test of experiment, a scientific way of thinking
will not be developed.

Because of the great changes that have recently taken place in
the body of scientific knowledge itself, major attention must be given
to the more permanent aspect of Science, nainely, the methods of
investigation by which knowledge is acquired. The child who under-
stands the processes of investigation and the fact that Science is
naturally changing and subject to revision is in the best position to
understand Science over the years as it undergoes these changes.

Note on Apparatus
Throughout the teaching of the Science programme the teacher

will be required to use apparatus of various kinds. Many of these
items will perhaps be brought in by children themselves or can easily
be obtainable by the teacher from the home, shop and neighbourhood,
These can sometimes be used as they are but at other times they may
need modifications before use.

Often however, teachers and pupils can work together to make
their own apparatus which may be inexpensive, convenient and useful.
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It must be emphasized, however, that wherever patent and acct -ate
apparatus can be purchased or obtained full use mu!.t be made of it
as its accuracy and superior appe=J cannot be replaced by home-made
substitutes.

No e on Syllabus
Although this Syllabus is fairly ,,ornprehensive for the primary

school, much will depend on the choice and judgement of the class
teacher and the principal. All or part of the Syllabus can be followed.
We assume that, depending on the environment and the capacity of
children and the teacher, modifications, altera,ions and omissions may
become necessary.

It is essential that the teacher should grasp the spirit of the
Syllabusnot necessarily the topics outlined. Most important of all
he should get his pupils to like his Science programme and accept it
as a way of life and improved living.

Note on Texts
The intention of the Syllabus is to stimulate interest in the

environment, the phenomena, the materials and structures which the
children have experienced. The teacher is urged to study the environ-
ment as he and the children see it and to make the study vibrant and
alive with simple ewryclay experiences.

Some reference books, however, are suggested, which the teacher
may use as guides oc source books and which the children can use for
reading if their inv..rest and curiosity are sufficientl _ mulated.

References
1. UNESCO Source Book of Science Teaching.
2. Let's Explore Science Books 1-4, William Rudge, A & C

Black, London.
3. Learning ScienceBooks 1-4, Gordon Nunn,
4. Kingsway Book of Healthy LivMg, T. J. S. Rowlands. Evans

Bros. Ltd.
5. (Pupils' Texts) Modern Scirr,c for the CaribbeanBooks

1-6. (for Levels II, III

Level 1

1. Since Level I includes school beginners the method employed
will be more or less informal. Incidental happenings in the environment
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may often suggest topics I lessons and the SCICTIO2 pr mime at
this level may therefore often be unpredictable However, h teacher

can still organise and guide Science teaching 'oy '.utroducin number
of topics or in, own, guiding cluidrwcs ait,,ntion to specific features
of the subject of study and pointing out interrelationships among the
topics,

Much of the work at this level will involve I king, observing,
organising, arranging, feeling, describing things, collecting thi»gs, Lskiiie
questions and trying out things. Abundant use of apparatus must be
made and should include actual specimens, pictures. charts and
models.

An examination of the topics below will show that the\ hdce
been classified into sections dealing with Man; Plants and animals:
Air, water and the weather; Matter; Machines, Forces and Energs
They have been so organised for the convenience of the teacher. It
essential that the subjects of study be determined bv ciass interest
and the environment. Thus the teacher is free to select f:rum di,:
topics listed, and indeed to add to them his own topics if circumstances
so dictate.
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L I I

Years 1 and 2

Tlic more difficult topics are indicated by an asterisk (

1. IvIan

Some habits of personal care and cleanliness.
Looking at teeth, care of teeth, visiting the den,
Feeling own heart-beat, pulse, blood vessels.

Plants and Animals
Finding out about different kinds of animals, rne, fe ale )

their covering shapes of head, legs, toes, &c.
Care and treatment of pets.

Watching creatures breathe e.g. cat, dog, horse cow, man,
fish.

Observing insectseggs, larva, pupa and adult.
Finding out about Worms, frogs, rats, birds, fowls, lizards

grasshoppers, butterflies and other creatures in the child's
environmenttheir colours, movement, feeding and other
habits.

Finding out how animals react to different stina:
light, sound, touch, !,-,?t, &c.

4Looking at and comparing eggs of different kinds: looking
at the inside of eggs.
Looking at different kinds of plants, noting and namhug
parts, how they wow, noting the purposes for which they
are used el. food, &c.

Collecting different kinds of specimens: e.g. leaves, seeds,
flowers, rocks, insects, &c.

3. Air and Water, Weather
Feeling the strength of air, fan, wind.
Blowing balloons and watching them go up and down.
Making paper planes and flying them. Comparison with

suitable non-flying objects.
Making windmills and making them spin, wind direc on, &c.
Chatting about water and how we use it.

Looking at rain-fall, watching the water flow and seeing
where it goes.
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*-Fincling out about things that sink, things that float in
water.

'ny season and the Dry Season.

4 Mat er
-Sand and water: various other materials of different

textures and substances for a comparison of their nacure
(e.g. hardness, smoothness, ea.) ani.1 behaviour by hitting,
pushing, ezc.) Use of equipment (containers, sieves, funnels,
tubing, &-c.) to aid in discovery of properties.

-Dissolving things in water, e.g. salt, sugar, various dyes,
ink, &c.

*-Finding out that some things dissolve, and others do not.
*-Makirig things float in water, needle, wood, glass, arc.
* -Lighting a candle and seeing it burn, covering it with a glass

jar, etc. Seeing other things burn, examination of remains

after burning.
-Looking at and talking about clothing.
-Materials with which the things at home and school are

made,

5. Machines, forces and energy
-Playing with toys: examples of function speed, shape in

relation to function.
-Observation of the working of any suitable (or available)

selection of the following:-
Bicycle bell, alarm clock, hell, school bell. Wheels, cogs,
driving chains, caterpillar wheel (toy).
Spring (coil and spiral), spring balances, clock work toys.

Locks, hinges.
Taps aad washers. (A denionstration tap, cut away at the

side, has been found useful).
Pumps, (water and stirrup), bicycle pumps.

- Spirit level, plumb line, egg timer and other kitchen
gadgets.

-Development of an interest in the motive force in bicycles,

motor cars, buses, rockets, aeroplanos.
-Refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, lawn

mowers.
-Observing different kinds of lamps arid switches .
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-Finding out about the different things t at use dectricity
e.g. cookers, radios, television sets, electric kettles, refrig-
erators, &c.

Examination of the different things that produce light.
Operation of lenses (as magnifying glasses), spectacles,

telescopes, field glasses, camera, prisms.
Experience of sounds of varying pitch and intensity.

Imitation of sounds.
Magnets (Bar and hors hoe).

General Introduction to Levels II and Ill
Much more sequence and classification have been introduced

into the topics included at these two levtls. The child has now arrived
at the age at which he is beginning to classify for himself according to
certain physical qualities he has observed.

The accent here is on practical work, largely done by the pupils
but sometimes demonstrated by the teacher. investigating, as a means

discovery, should be encouraged as much as possible.
Science at these levels is being treated as a study of life, Natter

and Energy.
Adthough there is an attempt at classification of the subject

matter and experiences to be covered, these classifications must not
be regarded as impenetrable harriers.

Pupils should be encouraged at these levels to have a Science
Scrap Book where information on matters scientific &c. is stored.
They should also practise ri-ording in their own language what they
have seert and their conclusions arrived at as a result of their experi-
ments or those demonstrated by the teacher. Lineat measurements
made should be in metric units where advisable. The working unit
of measurement should be the centimetre.

There is necessarily some overlap here between the above

Syllabus and that of other subject areas. This is unavoidable, since
service has applications in all spheres of life.
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Level llYear

1. Living Things
Division of objects within the child's experience into two classes,

living things and non-living things.
Living things may be plants or animals, the latter including human

beings. Certain characteristics of living things, movement, need for
food and water, breathing, tel roduction.

Trees, shrubs, and herbs, their characteristics. Plants grow from
seeds.

Study and comparison of different kinds of seeds.
Parts of a plantroots, stem, branches, leaves, flowers _ uit.
Types of roottap roots, fibrous roots. Functions of roots and

stems.
Where animals may be foundin the air, in trees, in dry places,

in damp places, in our homes, in the water, &c.
Methods used by animals in protecting their young. Ani als

that do not protect their yovng.

2. Health Ac tivities
No formai instruction advisable at this stage. However,

practice of good health habits is to be encouraged.

The teacher can:
(a) conduct a daily inspection of pupils' nails, hair, &c.
(b) enlist the aid of pupils in maintaining a neat and tidy

classroom a-id school environment.
cominuo- to set a good example of personal neatness,

good g:ooming &c,

the

3. Ea7 and Universe
Ibc Weather. Effects of sunshine and rain. Air is all around us,

but cannot be seen. What wind is. How we can tell its direction.
Useful things done by the wind, sailing ships, &c. Wind storms

ai.ri their effects.
Water "drying up" to form water vapour.
Clouds and their composition. Clouds and rain.
Where water may be found, in pools, lakes, streams, rivers, the

sea, in plants, in animals, in the soil
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Water can be absorbed by sponges, paper, &c.
The sun as a fiery ball in the sky, very far away.
Apparent motion of the sun. What causes day and night.
Sun provides light and heat.
Plants need light for growth.
Heat of the sun helps produce water vapour.

4. Kirk and Eaergy
(a) Sound energy.

The ear and sound. Sound is caused by vibrations. Passage
of sound in air as well as through solids.

(b) Light energy.
How we see. The Sun as a source of light. Other common
sources of light (candles, torches &c.). Shadows.
Magnetic energy.
Magnets pick up things.
Magnets can work through paper, wood, &c.
How to care a magnet.
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Level 1Year 2
Living Things

All fruits grow from flowers. Colours, shapes, &c. of flowers.
Parts of a flower. Male and female flowers.
Most fruits contain seeds. Types of fruitsoft and fleshy, hard

and dry. Comparison of fruits for taste, colour, &c.
Parts of a fruit, reference to common fruits like the mango,

&c. Numbers of seeds in typical fruits.
Seeds contain food and a tiny plant. Parts of a seed. How seeds

become plants. Growth chart of a seed. Conditions necessary for
germination of seeds.

How seeds are dispersed. Uses of seeds to man, e.g. food,
orn ments, &c.

Types of stemabove ground, underground.
Plants may grow from stems or cuttings, underground food

s.
Buds grow into new shoots.
Another look at rootstap roots fibrous roots, and large roots

like carrots.
Parts of a plant that serve as food for human beings and animals.
Life histories of certain well-known animals.
The frogits habitat, its body, its habits, method of reproduction.
A fish, e.g. red fish, breathing, locomotion, body form.
A bird, e.g. corn bh-d, colour, wings, tail, toes, beak.
Insects and their characteristics.
Reproduction in animals in general. Some lay eggs, others give
to living young.

me young animals change as they grow up. Life stages in
animal growth.

Movement in animals. Running, climbing, swimming. flying,
crawling, jumping, &c.

Purposes of animal movement. Searching for food, self pre-
se ation, 84c.

Storage of food and other protective measures taken by animals
in the tropics and elsewhere for their survival.

Animals classified according to the food they eat, canivo
herbivores, omnivores.

2. Health Activities
As for Year I.
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3. Earth and Universe
Keeping of a weather diary to show different kinds of weather,

e.g. sunny, cloudy, rainy, stormy, 8cc. with suitable symbols for each
type of weather. Measurement of rainfall.

Characteristic behaviour of plants and animals during the rainy
and the dry seasons.

Characteristic occupations during these periods, e.g. farming, &c.
The Earth in relation to the Sun. Movement of the Earth.
Shape of the Earth. New evidence from space travel.
Composition of the Earth. Land, water, air. Composition of

Land, rock and soil.
Plants and their relation to soil.
The Moon and its phases.
Types of clouds.

4. Work

(i)

and Energy
Light Energy.
Sources of light. ,Uses of light. Light intensities. Trans,
mission of light. Transparent and opaque bodies.
Mach ines.
Machines make work easier.
Friction and the operation of machines.
The wheel as a machine,
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Level IIYear 3

1 Living Things
All living things need water and air. Plants need water. What

kind of water? Effects of impure water, e.g. salt water on plant growth.
Passage of water from soil, through roots and stem of plant to

its leaves.
ypes of functions of leaves. Variation in size, shape, colour,

texture and smell.
How leaves breathe.
Roots grow downwards, stems grow upwards. Purpose of stem.
How animals take Ln water. How animals protect themselves,

from their enemies.
Natural protection in plants, e.g. thorns, &c.

2. Health Activities
Emphasis on cleanliness and other pt.s of care for the body.
Clean habits. Cleanliness of clothing.
The need for the benefits to be derived from fresh air

light.

d sun-

Cleanliness of the surroundings at home or at school. Elimina-
tion of household pests.

Cockroaches, mosquitoes, houseflies. Their life histories and how
to control them.

Cleanliness of food, eating utensili, corking vessels.
The need for clean drinking water.
Care of eyes, teeth, ears. The doctor and the dentist as our

friends.
Care of cuts, scratches, sores.
Disposal of refuse, and its relation to the control of harmful

insects and animals.

3. Earth and Universe
Relation between movement of the Earth and Day and Night.
True and apparent movements of the Sun, Moon. and Stars in

relation to the Earth.
How a year is determined.

4. Matter and Energy
(i) Matter
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Air and water.
Air a real substance occupying space.
Air is lighter than water. Air useful for flying. Air needed
for burning.
The flow of water, and its effect on the Earth's surface.
Water in three forms, as a liquid, as ice, and as water-vapour.
Water as a solvent. Do all things dissolve in water? Making
saturated and unsaturated solutions of, say, ordinary salt
(sodium chloride) in water.
Dissolving properties of hot and of cold wa
Floating and sinking of objects in water.
Hard and soft water. Washing in hard and in sott water.
Soap and detergents.
Heat and energy.
Sources of heat. The thin s that feel hot and what causes
them to feel hot.
Effects of heat.
The thermometer. Reading a thermometer. Keeping a daily

temperature chart.
(Use Celsius °C units of measurement for temperature.)

Magnetic energy.
Attractive property of magnets. Magnetic and non-magnetic
materials. Magnetic poles, Magnetic fields as indicated by
iron filings. Care of magnets.

Electricity
Elementary circuits with cells and indicator ps. Import-

ance of complete circuits.
Conductors and non-conductors of electricity. Safety pre-
cautions in the use of electricity.

(v) Sound.
The Ear. Musical notes as different from noise. Pitch in-
tensity of sound. How sound travels. Speed of sound.
Reflection of sound. Echoes.

'small electric lamps, e.g. torch light bulbs inertd in the circuIt to indicate the
passage of a current
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Level IIIYear 4

I. ng Things
The parts of a flower, sepals, petals, stamens and pollen; pistil,

stig a, ovary and ovules. The uses of the above parts.
Pollination and fertilization. Pollination by insects and the wind
Monocot and Dicot plants and their characteristics.
Decay, Its importance in nature, how it is caused by moulds,

fungi and bacteria.
Fertility of the soil. How nature maintains fertility of the soil.
Fertilizers, manure, compost, &c. and plant growth. Methods

of application.
Animals with backbones. Mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,

fishes,
Animals without backbones. Insects, crabs, spiders rnulluscs,

snails, shellfish.
Flowering plants, ferns, fungi.
Bacteria. Types useful to man.

2. Health Teaching
How we get our water supply and how it is purified.
Infectious diseases, e.g. colds, mumps, chicken pox, measles,

tuberculosis.
Measures taken to prevent spread of infectious diseases.
How germs enter broken skin. Prevention of diseases. Disinfectants

and kntiseptics.
First aid.
Treatment of J s and sores.

3. Earth and Universe
Tides and their cause. Eclipses of Sun and Moon. The appearance

of the skies on a clear night.

4. Matter and Energy
(i) General

Density as a property of a substance.
Measuring volumes and weights of liquids and solids. (Volu e

in c.c. weights in grams and kilograms).
Behaviour of hot air and cold air in relation to causes of
winds.
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Evaporation and cooling.
Use of a thermometer in air temperature measurements.

Work
The place of work in the life of man. Forces as pushes and
pulls. Levers.
Man uses several means to make work easier, e.g. animals,
machines, tools.
Simple tools and machines, knife, scisso s, pliers &c.
Pulleys. Screws.
Work = Force x Dista ce. Si ple calculations.

(iii ) Light Energy
How light travels. Absorption and Transmission of light.
Reflection of light from plane mirrors.
Images of objects in plane mirrors.
Refraction.

Electricity
Series circuits with resistance. Effect on current of several
cells in series; switches.
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Level IIIYear 5

1. Living Things
Animals and plants need food, water and air. Food used to

supply energy for growth and reproduction.
Methods of feeding of animals compared with those
plants.
Classes of foods, proteins, carbohydrates, minerals, fats,

vitamins.

Digestion of food as a pre-requisite for its use by the body.
The process of digestion. Function of the blood. How food is used

by the body.
Starch tests on common plants.
Food test for carbohydrates, proteins, fats.

The importance of green plants to all human and animal

life.
Respiration of plants and animals.

Products of respfration. Tests on expired air.
Waste products from plants and their importance to man.
The human skeleton. Muscles and their function in movement.
Parasites and the human body.
Parasites in the plant world.

2. Health Teaching
Care of the teeth. Need for proper chewing of food. Importance

of bowel movements
Correct breathing. Good posture. The benefits of exercise and

its effects of breathing.
Care of the skin.
Clothing clean and suitable.
Care of the eyes, ears.
Importance of drinking water.
Functions of water in the body.
Some health foods, milk, eggs, cheese, spinach, ce e s

Value of vaccinations.
Ffrst

3. Earth and Universe
Varying lengths of day and night throughout the year. Com-

parison of tropics with other regions. The Solar System.
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Composition of soil. Types of soil, humus, clay, silt, sand,
gravel, tram. Minerals in the soil. Coal, fuel oil.

Soil formation. Erosion of se41 and how prevented.
Use by plants of minerals ti out the soil.
Measuring of time by clock, hour, glass candle, dropping water,

8tc.

4. Mat
(i)

er and Energy
General
Energy in the form of hear
Part of the air is used up in
of metals.
Through burning of fuels or
water are produce
Uses and clv,i:ger,, at nre.
Heanng ani;, expansion. Aea-, t,nsiLt- by conduction. Direc-
tion of heat flow.
What a machine is. Machines make work easier. Levers,
inclined planes, jacks, &c.
The bicycle as an example of a machine.

Electricity
Series and parallel circuits.
Fuses and short circuits.
Relation between electricity and magnetism, electromagnets.
Sources of electricity (chemical reactions, magnetic inter-
actions)
The National Electr e ty Power Scheme.
Magnetism

The compass. Earth's magnetism. Electromagnets. Magnet
fields of two interacting magn ts.
Light energy

Types of lenses. Images from convex lenses. Use of lenses
in optical instrurnents, e.g. spectacles, &c.
Shadows. The visible spectrum.

Sound
Class project:
Production of musical notes from:

from the Sun and burning fuels.
burning, breathing ad in rusting

in bre 't:,,on dioxide and
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vibrating air columns, e.g. series of test tubes with
Yard ing levels of water, or open ended tubes of
varying lengths;

(b) vibrating string g. made of rubber strips, &c.
(c) vibrating membranes, e.g. drum or steelband pan.

NOTE:

In electrical experiments, teachers should guard agailist encouraging young
children to use current from the A.C. house or school mains. Demomstrations
or other experimental work may be done iith low voltage direct current.
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Aim

NUTRITION EDUCATION F R PRIMARY SCHOOLS

To cncourae in the schoolchild habits and attitudes of
mind likely to promote and maintain good healthwith
special reference to nutrition.
To evoke and sustain co-operation among teachers, parents,
children and other members of the community to enable
them to strive together towards a greater awareness of the
relationship between the maintenance of good health and
the proper provision, selection, preparation and consump-
tion of foods.

Following is an outline for a Basic Nutrition Programme.

eve! I

g
(a) Nature chats about food: Growth. Likes and dislikes, &c.

Table Subjects
(b) Health cha about good habits

Chas(c) The use of the Nature Table.
Weather chart chats.
The shop.
Measuring corner: Height, weight in relation to food &c.

2. Nursery Rhymes
(a) Nursery Rhymes about food.
(c) Nursery Rhymes about health.
(d) Poems about sunlight, rain, milk &c.
(e) Poems about plants, animals, foods &c.

3. Sinin. Songs as above.

4. Stories
Stories deducing the importance of healthy food habits. Plays.

5. Gaines
Foods as theme.
Pictures of children
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This child drinks milk!
This child drinks no milk!
This child eats fruit!
This child eats few



Pictures of what to eat: bre kfast, lunch, supper.

Pictures of foods, children at table, gardens &c.

Level 1 I

The HUNLIP1 Body and Its Needs
Food ior:

energy.
building and re_ tring.
protection.

How food is obtained:
(a) Sources of common fuods.
( Food Production.

TJi importance of certain foods or groups of food in the family
n gcneral terms):

milk and milk products.
meat, fish, cggs, legumes and n
vegetables and fruits.

(c cereal foods and other starchy foDds.

Level lii
rianning of simple meals/snacks for adequate nutri ion and good

heah.h.
Preparation and Service of food. Costwhethi .:31.1 chased or

h me grown.
Storing food.
What happens to the food we
Care of the teeth.
Personal Hygiene.

Centres of Interest
The School Garden.
The School Farm.
Baby Feeding.
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Projects
Milk Products project.
Farming project,
Fishing project.
Sugar project,
Kitchen project Or Restaurant project,
Charts, Diaguams, Pictures, Leaflets, Pamphlets &c.

Level IV
The Human 1!,,:iy .:nd itt. Needs,
Eating. Use anti ;16,.±se of food,
Food and its Constituents:
Food nutrients and their contribution to uod health,

Proc loction
Production f-od of high nutritonal value for home use,

Food Habits
The importance of- certain foods or goups of food in the

die in greatc:r detail than was attempted in Junior Schooi).
(a) milk and milk products.

meat, fish, eggs, legumes and nuts,
fruits and vcgetablcs,
cereal foods and other st. _(..hy foods.

ii

Post Pri.nary
Conserving nutritive value of foods.
Planning, Preparation and Service of si Tic meals for family.

Meals.

?v!ateraal and Child Nntr
r_ for pregnant women.
Breast Feeding.
Preparation of foods for young children.
Adapting family diet to meet the needs of the young child.
Deficiences in the diet and attendant ill 1=icith.
Proce.ssing of food. Simple h preservation.
Storage of food.
Digestion of food.
Dental hygiene.
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; oiitl hygiene and its relatlull to korl and nutrition.
Food handling.

ut. (11 htfurcst
A simulated he;dth centre. Health C

natket.
imaginary village with farm and use of its produce.

A school with a health nutrition) programme and one without.
A laboratory for breakin,, down foods to their constituents.

Pro

A school garden or kitchen garden.
A school farmrabbits, goats, pigs, chickens, &c.
Note books of local foods, with clippings.
i'osters.
Cl.arts and diagrams, handicraft.
:iote books of human body, digestive organs
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

SYLLAI3U.. OF WORK AND GUIDE FOR TEACHERS OF
PRIMARY SCHOOL CLASSES

General Remarks
Physical Educa ton is basic to all other forms of education; to

writing, to drawing, to making. It is based upon the two most funda-
mental characteristics of childrenthe urge to move and the urge to
playtherefore, by its very nature, physical education must succeed
in supplying vital needs of the organism.

Modern Physical Education in the Primary School compared
the regimented 'drill' lesson common to the early part of the

20th century, is based on a more personal relationship between
teacher and class, offers a much wider range of activities and engenders
a new kind of discipline. Today, phy3ical education, like all true
education is concerned with the healthy development of the child's
whole personality and this concern for the child as a growing, develop-
ing individual in a society has been responsible not only for direct
teaching but the introduction of an envroinment that offers many
and varied opportunities.

The teacher should recognise the fact that physical education
is cif :cation through movement and through the experiences which
arise from, and are inherent in, moving. This latter however, must be
related to natural movement. Primary school physical education,
therefore should provide Lir a wide range of directed activities which

involve the natural human activities running, jumping, climbing,
hanging, swinging, throwing, catching Jiid hitting. Activities involving

whole-body movement, foot-eye, hand-eye, and arm-leg coordinations
should be included. These directed activities must be arranged to
include individual play, cooperative and competitive skill practice
between pairs, in small groups, and between tearos. Rhythmic activities
and dancing must either be included in the "directed activity?' lessons
or separate lessons must be devoted to them.

Provision must be made r die pursuit of athletics, swimming,
minor games and simplified f,:rms of the major games; and for

outdoor education" includMg hiking and camping.
if the piogramme '= o be of educational value it must concern
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tself with creating situations and providing ex nen nces through which
children may be stimulated to develop their innate capacities, wherein
each child may be encouraged to develop as an individual

While recognising the essential individuality of children, the
teach.2r should be aware of general factors which arc applicable in
varying degrees to all children and this knowledge must be appiied to
the choice of lesson content and to its presentation. The teacher biust
be aware also, of the other characteristics which are peculiar to different
age ranges and their recognition will determine the type of activities
which rnust be included in a scheme of work.

A set 'table' should not be insisted upon aacl teachers should
be free to use books as guides and to develop and vary their work,
having regard to the individual needs of the pupils, facilities and
equipment. However, the teacher should plan his lessons thoroughly
in advance.

The teacher's own thought and planning should make his/her
scheme of work personal and living, and not superimposed. Teachers
should not bc afraid to experiment and try out ideas, rejecting that
which they consider non-useful, and building up activities which the
children enjoy and from which they derive obvious benefit.

The typical modern P.E. Lesson should portray the following
features:

(1) The use of Free Formations in prefrrence to more formal
class arro. -ments. rn this wav, the children can play their
part in the conduct and organisation of the lesson.
Ali informal teaching approach which should serve to
strengthen the personal relationship between teacher and
pu

(3) Opportunities for children to practise freely o o n
in their own time.

(4) Opportcnities for a free choice of activity by the individual
child rather than teacherdirected "class" exercises.

(5) Opportunities for individual experimentation, exploration,
and invention.

(6) The use of demonstration and observation. The careful
observation of "movement" by the teacher is an essential
prelude to the equally important observation of demon-
strations by the children. Learning by seeing and doing,
through appreciation, evaluation, aiid subacquent practice
of the quality sought, is one .of the soundest principles



(7)

of present cIa teaching in iiiiiarv schools plivsi
t Of1

The use of a much treater varietv of small appara and the
introduction Or la ryer equipment to provide opportunities
for activities such as hanging, heaving, climbing, jumping &c.

IN FANT WOR K
Level I (5-7 years)

At this level opportunities must be provided for the young
child to find his body and become aware of his environment by
imaginative play, for example, being an aeroplane or being a carpenter
using a saw. Set exercises for the strengthening of trunk, abdominal
and arm muscles should be avoided as the child at this stage has little
or no interest in the mov..nents ef small muscles. Activities involving
big movements of trunk and limbs are more satisfy'.;ig. These cm b.!

made more objective :Ind purpeseful by using various types of small
apparatus such as bea baga, skippir:g ropes Zicc. Wherever possible,
teachers should use the Bas

SPACE-WEIGHT-TIME fzetor
work and make it freer a

Simple practices giving -

of games skills should
scheme, balls of various

Movement Approach utilizing -he

in order to vary the free-standing
clorc ..-,elf-expressive for the children.

. A training in the fundamentals
sn into the physical education

n bags, bats, hoops &e., being
essential to this part of the training. The training of good stance, of

otwork and of movement with the apparatus iS essential here.

Levels II and III (Standard IV)
Lessoti Content

The 'content' of the lesson may be based upon, or influenced by.
one or more of the following:

Anatomical considerationse,g. mobility, strength, agility.
Types of activitye.g, running, jumping, landing, rocking,

curling, stretching, twisting, turning, throwing, catch-
ing, bouncing, skipping, hanging, heaving, climbing, pushing,

hei-d-standing, hand-standing, &c.
Body positionse.g. taking the body weight on the front,
back, shonlders, Lands, knees &c.
The use of apparatus.
Movement qualities e.g. Time, Weight, Space, Flow.

(1 )
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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GGES ED LESSON PLAN

PART ONE PART TWO

Beginning of LessonIntroductr-y Class Activity
Activi_t_L

Running, jumping, Landing

Body Movements

Weight Bearing on the Hands:
Balance

Group Work

PART ONE

( ) Introductory ActivitiesFree practice of any movement
or v, th any small apparatus. Each child must set _Amself

a pr',ate task and thus know what he is trying to do.
Teachei gives guidance and/or help, and/or suggestions as
necessary.
Running, skipping rounding &c. While making these
dynamic movements interesting and joyful, aim at cortrol
and lightno,s. it is necessary to .'11 how to move lightly.

Jumping and LandingNever omit these landing practices.
Teach how to land lightly. All age-groups should do these
essential landing practices in every lesson. Make the jumps
objective e.g. over something or somebody (2 and 3 can be
combined together latz-).

(4) Arms and .:;houlders (mobility and strength). Some form
of weighting on hands e.g. run around hand(s), bunny
jumps, kicking horses, hand stand &c. (These lead to
skills which will be used later in group work or in the
introduction).

(5) Trunk i.e. spine:(inobility and strength). Movements of
the whole body, done in the lying down, sitting down,
standing A neeling position. Curling and stretching.
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PART TWO

ss Ac y: (Skills) Short period of skills with apparatus e.g.

bans; also period of practice of agilitics.
Group Work: Divide your class into groups of 4 to 6 pupils. Give

each grf,up a 'job', Let each 'job' have a basic reason behind

it. if you have a basic reason behind each 'job' you are in a
position to guide and coach educationally. Here are some
basic les,ons on which to base your allocations of group jobs.

Experience of small ball handling (throwing and catching

&c.)
(b) Aiming at sonie target.
(c) Hitting with some apparatus (ball, bean bag, skittles play-

bats &c.)
(d) Balance movements at various heights.
(e) Skipping.
(I) Agility on the mat (sta ic movements e.g handstand,

Dynamic e.g. cartwheel).
Use of hoops or small mats.
Down jumps from heights,

i) Down jumps from heights using arms as lever.

(j) Vaulting (Box, Poles, Leap Frog).
(k) Minc: games (large ball) 2 versus 2, one versus two &c.

(I) Jumping over obstacles.

(g)

THEME DEVELOPMENT AND THEME APPLICATION

Running
Changing Change of Arouird
Direction SpPed Objects

Chasing partners types Making patt thns; or smooly Partners

Dodging partner

Dancing types n Circles; or Suddenly Ropes partner

Forward;

swerving;
Zig-zagging;

S

I

Backward;
or Slow

Done
Fast

Rubber mats

Wood Blocks
Hoops alone or

Hopping types with

All done

Skipping type%
Running types

ide-stepping

Jumping and Landing
Jump across own rubr mat, hoop, bean bag, canes, wood

blocks or rope.
Jump across partner's body e.g. 14-5, back, arms, any shape',

shoulder, stand position, leap-frog, &c.
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e.g.
'Toss mat, hoop, --ye &c,, in col

rtcrns.

V- iations
Forwards, backwards, sichvays, with twist in air, zigzag p

standing jump. With little run. With vigorous run. Down jumps
from boxes, chairs, benches, polcs, &c. Thinking about some part of
body leading the jump- (body awareness).

Weight Bearing:
Bunny jumps across rope, hoop, mat, cane, partner.
Kicking horses. Whcelbarrows, obstinate wheel 1)arrews.
Run around own hand. Monkey runs. Various balances on hands.
Hand stand. Cartwheel. Hand-walk &c.

Body Movement: Trunk
"Stretching and ri,rling'

any of the
tending and folding) movements

ing position Lying on back
Kneeling Lying on turn7
With a "E Lying on sic'

Allow the children to build up
str tches and curls, all in different posi,

When a child has built up his own s
he can do some fast and some slow or suddenly or lovv down and
high up or sustained &c.

standing.
ig with a partner.

using

_:c of changing

:airls and stretches

Skills
There are two types of skills that should/must be taught:
(a) Skills with apparatus Ball throwing, aiming, catch

fielding, bouncing &c.
Skipping with ropepoise and
trol.

con-

(b) Skills on the floor Hand stand, head stand, cartwheel,
leap frog, rolls.



A. Skills with a ball.
(ii Ball handling (alone).

Catching (with parckicr
(iv ) Throwing and aiming (a _

Throwing and aiming (with parrne
(vi ) elding and picking up (alone).

(vii) Pat bouncirg (with hand or ba-.:).

B.

(i) SI;ippin; _o 4ard and with arms crossed, usual
variations.
Alone or with partner, mAing 'mirror' pat rns.

(iii) With check and change OE. rope direction.
(iv) Child moving to make patterns.
(v) 'Sound' patterns, 'Shape' patterns.

Poise and grace ai all ',rages (arms, body, head).
Fast and slow. High and low. Curled and stretched,

Skills on the Floor
(i) Hand stand type.
1,ii) Head stand type.

(iii) Cartwheel.
(iv) Leap Frog,

Recommended Books;
(1) MOVING AND GROWING.

PLANNING THE PROGRAMME (H.M.S.0.)
HANDBOOK OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR SCHOO S
PART I (A. N. Entwistle).

Games and Games Training
Organised games training lessons should L., Londucted regularly

and should be complementary to the P.E. lessom.
These lessons should aim to provide each pupil with the maxhnum

amount of physical activity, interest and enjoyment to give practice
and training in footwork and body managern,ut ?..ca give pupils
opportunities to use and become helpful with p.arr.:-' equipment of
many kinds, (e.g. large and small balls, bats, c &c.); to give
practice in combining with other plays and zoaching ir

tactical play against opponents leading to small garne.,,
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uii irl preparation for national team garnes.

The teacher's plan should be analyse the game, it is intended
to teach and to break it down into its basic skills &c.

(a) Soccerkicking, heading, dribbling, trapping &c.
(b) Cricket and Roundeisbowling, fie! .g, batting, throwing

and catchir
(c) Fadder tennisground strokes, volleys, for hand, backhand.
(d) Netballshooting, passing ftc.

The classification set out below indicates the wide range o_
activities from which a selection might be made.

Games and GameLike Activities

Withou a ball With ball

Garnc Running Raley and
and Racing Team Racin

Conrrol with Hands: Striking
throwing, catching, with a bat Using Without
fielding, bowling stick or rocket Hands Hands

Small ball Large ball

Any part _ of the Body.

SeTwucc of Tra g: Individua spartnersgroup: Either by
cooperation or competi_ion.

What the primary school child should know.
At the end of the primary school course children should have

received thorough training in the following:

1. Ability to work in Free Formation.
2. Ability to work informally.
3. Observation and an understanding c-if good for aand move

ment.
4. An understanding of RELAXATION and its application.
5. The use of small apparatus and irR careful handling.
6. Ability to work as a member of a group.
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7 The tol wing ram skilk:
1,a) itiriiiin style
(It) Jumping with good landing.
(c) Activities for mobility and strength as under:-

(i) Spine (Trunk).
(ii) Arm and shoulder.

8. Class Activities: forward roll, back yard roll, hane
head stand, ,:artwheel and lean frog with good take off and
landing.
Posture-ability to assume a good stan ing or sitting posi

These act ws should represent die peak of achievement at the
orimary wherea for rhe new entrant E0 the Junior _ondaey
School, these same arc the bae fundamentals.
the standard's and activiti as the aims in Primary work can
be described as -basic" to any Secondary Scheme. No educational
progress can be made without ensuriAg that these requirements have
been satisfied.

A word of advice to rhe Secondary school teacher: !t is futile
to attempt more advanced v,,n-k unless these fundamentais ate well
practised and acquired so is strongly recommended that in the
first year revision of the ,bove mentioned programme should be
undertaken.

Dance and Movement
Dance creates for the individual an Awareness of harmony

between himself and his environment from which may grow his own
internal harmony of body, mind and spirit. It may become, therefore,
an outward and visible manifestation of an inward and spiritual grace.

Frov., a more practical p-int of view, it is a readily acceptable
form of physical and cultura' ,ducation, since it can be conducted
both in and out of doors with equal case and with a minimum of
eq. :pment. Moreover its appeal to most children is immediate.
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Level I-5-7 Years

1. They are likely to have less musculaz nd motor co-ordina ion
than is desirable.

2. Their understanding of the art form will be at a minimum.
3. Desire to move and to dance will undoubtedly be very high

in this age group.
4. Children are quite uninhibited at this age.
5. Children are particularly active at thi, age group.
It is necessary to /imit the activities of this group. Teaching

should be limited to CREATING Awareness in the child that DANCE
is a continuation or elaboration of everyday movements, done to
music, jO particular ways.
MUSIC, SONG AND DANCE are closely associated at this stage
Songs and games played to music which have as their theme--"DANCE"
should be included in the programmes at this stage.

The children should be allowed to experiment with expression
as the songs and games suggest: Creative expression and individual
expression are the main aims at this stage. Let the children move in
whatever way they feel like moving as the music suggests to them.
It is suggestion never dictation or compulsion.

Suggestions for Movement
Movements to be done to suitable music which can be played

by the teacher:
Move around slowly, quickly, smoothly, jerkily.
Curl up in a corner, in a ball.
Stretch high, stretch out flat on the ground, roll around.
Hold hands up high. Sway like a tree. Move hands like wings.
Go to sleep. Sway your body slowly.
Pretend to be an animal. Move as it would move.

e,g. a horse, a dog, a cow, a rabbit, &c.
Walk like a soldier, like a postman, like a dancer.
Move like a swimmer, a driver, a glider.

Some suitable Songs and Games

1. There's a BROWN GIRL IN THE RING . .

(a) showing motions.
(b) looking like "sugar".

looking like "plums".

2. If you're happy and you know it.
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3. We are the Romans,
4. Baissez-down.
5. "Coming down with a bunch-a-roses".
6. mma look de band passing.
7. Here we go round the mulberry bush (mango tree, Chris mas

bush, guava tree',
8. Trot, trot, go arid never stop.
9. If 1 had the wings of a dove.

10. Here we go lubin loo.
11. Doh-re-rne chorusSound of music.
12. Grinding Massala.
13, Shoo Fly, don't b ther me.

Teachers will be on the look-out for other suitable me1odies=
there are hosts of them.

Equ ipment

Non-mechanicali.e. those not dependent upon the availability
of electricity ;End/or special machines.

Non-mechanical equipment include:
(i) Bottles and s-ioons.
(2) Bottles conta'aing water at different levQ1s.
(3) Scrapersmade from flat pieces of wood backed with

sandpaper.
(4) Bean Bagscloth sacks filled with seeds which rattle:

tamarind seeds, "cow tamarind" seeds, soursop seeds,
seeds of jui-nbie bead.

(5) Drums made from various commercial tins of varying
sizeskerosene, cooking oil, biscuit tinssome played
while resting on the gound, others suspended around
the necks of the players with bits of ribbon, tape or
elastic.

(6) Tamboo Biannoovaryillg lengths of ban.00 to be
struck on the ground

(7) Castanetsa piece of wood. with two flaps, one at
either end.
Cymbals-2 ctrcular tin-covers with a woortm handle.
"47:ocoyea Cymbals in stockin 2 "cocoyea brooms"
covered over with old stockings to prevent children
hurting themselves with sharp

(8)
(9)
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(10) Chac-chacs.
l) Drum-sticks.

(12) Tambourinesflattened crown attached to flat pieces
of wood.

(13) Shell bagscloth sacks loosely packed with sea shells.
(14) WhipsOne short piece of x-vooc, hinged to a longer piece.

Mechanical
Records,

2. Record Plaxm
3. Portabir l,atteryooerated tape recorder,

Piano.
S. Portable Radio,

Frequency
Children love to sing and dance, Not a Single d y iii -hese cla,sei

should pass withouc some movement.
Activities in Inovenidut may be talien indoors or outdoors,

depending on the weather and with due regard to other classes of
the school.

MIME i.e. movement with minimum sound and/or noisesuitable for
indoors in open barn-type buildings.

NhA large mirror is n invaluaHe aid in Mimeinterest and attention focuses
on it, and there is little need to correct or scold. The mirror helps in self-correction.

Level 11-7-9 Years

Children aged 7-9 have geater muscular and motor c -ordination
than the 5-7 age group.

They can benefit from programmed exercises, i.e. planned
exerc ises.

Exercises should be related
for tne execution of dance steps.

Later exercises should include movement of limbs as a follow-
up of the relatively more static exercises.

Direction. The important feature of direct;on should also be tackled
at this stage.

kills and techniques necessary
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AccoPrip S31;ie awarenes:, of the part played by music in dance
should be fomered. By this we do not mei-ti a technical study of
musical acc-unpauirtent, but on establishment of proper music acco, .-
panitnenc -of how the relevant music affects steps.
Mims. Noa-melodic instruments can be used effectively to create
this awareness: the direction, the 'message given to the dancer by drum
rolls, drum stops, pausec-,

Group Work
At this level allow children to work in large nu bets. Allow

freedom mor individual es[ re.ssion ar int,!rvals. A later stage is to kr
them graduate to working in small groups (4-6) with greater fa.:ilities
for self-expression and interrelationship, 2.C. conflict and co-operation
Or collaboration,

Actual Dance Performances
Performing actual folk dances should bc attempted at this stage,

when the teacher is satisfied that sufficient discipline of body
and mind has been achieved through programmed exercises and group
and individual work.

Folk dances like Bele and Bongo are appropriate.
National Dances are also suitable, i.e. which have their origin

in other lands although they may have some characteristics which
are definitely localSpanish, French and English Dances.

Folk dances are valuable for the contribution they =Lc to
the following:

Physical development.
Local history.
Geography.
and Social development.

Costume

iOlow children some say in deciding upon costume. Authentic
costume has its place not so much for the enjoymerr. of dance as
for insights into Social Studies:Why did people wear such long
dresses? Why all that lace or "torchon"? Uhy "torchon"? (French
word) Why madras" or foulardIndian and French.

Pictures of famous exponents of the various dances could be
us d to advantage: Tourist BrochuresNewspaper clippings,
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To date, there is no Picture Library of Various Dance postures,
is need for such publications showing recognised exponents of

these local dances in action in some saial order.)
Equipment (the same as for the 5-7 age group).

The pupils can be involved in making many of the instruments
and supplying much of the equipmentthus correlating Handicraft
with Dance.

Frequency
Children of tllis level spend more time tn school th:n ar level

5-7. On an average-1 hour per day more 5 hours per week more
than at the 5-7 levA

At least about 11/2 hours per w.:,ek should be devoted :o Physical
Educationi.e. 3 half-hour periods on every other day, e.g. Monday-
Wednesday-Eriday afternoons.

Accompanists
1. Most of the equipment and many of the instrum nts that

are non-rnechankal are intended for the use of the pupils.
2. One group can operate the instruments while another moves,

and vice versa.
3. Allow children to experiment with different combina ions

of instruments.
4. Encourage pupils to count aloud at some times. In this way

Dance helps Number.
5. Some pupils may be required to ring the changes, e.g.

' CHANCE NOW", "Yoo-hoo".
Some Exercises

I. STATIC OR STANDING POSIT ONS:
Stride-standing; kneel-standing; kneel-sitting; ride-sitting;

crook-sitting; crook-lying; fore-foot standing; cross-legged
sitting.

EXERCISES FOR CARRIAGE:
A. (a) Rest as you would after a strenuous game.

(E2) On shnre rolling like waves.

B. Breathing Exercisesto enable chadren to differentiate
between chest breathing and abdominal breathing:

(a) Rise like dough.
H Rise like a balloon.
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(c) Smell an appetising dish of curried s rinips, fried
chicken.

(d) Spread lile an umbrella.

C. P. :live Exercises for cori-ecting carriage:
(a) Sit like a sadc of flour.
(b) Sit like a withered flower.
(c) Sit like the same flower sprung to life by a draught

of water.
(d) Huddle up like a bird when it feels cold.
(e) Curve your bnck like an egret, a flamingo.

D. Head Movements
(a) Nod like a h .rse.
(b) Look round like a cock, egret.
(c) Nod like a toy horse.
(d) Walk like a camel.
(e) Butt like a bull.

E. Arm Movements
(a) Sway like sugar cane in the breeze.
(b) Flutter like the leaves of a mango tree.
c) Flap your wings like a cock.

Levels Years

Children at this level should be extended more fully.
There should be considerable emphasis on work in small groups

(4-6).
"Small group work aims at giving each child the greatest

possibility for self-expression and at the same time opportunities to
relate in dance with other members of the group.

Deportment, especially in the case of girls who are on the
threshold of adolescence, is a very important consideration.

Proper Carriageexercises for relaxation are of pm-amount im-
por ance as children begin to know, and to understand, adult tensions.

"Walk like a queen .

"Strut like a peacock"
"Walk like a duck".
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Droopiv lids now accustomed to poring over hOoks, have
to be watched.

The teaching of movement begun at level 5-7 should be con-
ued and made more elaborate

Emphasis is to be placed on iiterpretatioi and on the use of
space.

Pupils are to be encouraged to use parts of their body inter-

pretatively in dance, e.g., the hands, the feet, the head, neck, the
shoulders, the eyes, the hips, the chest.

The study of music accompanimen should also be con ueo

And extended.
The response of the dancer to rhythm to timbre should be

considered.

Costuming should assume gizater importance here.
1. An understanding of certain items of costume=-what they

symbolize, what effect they create on the viewere.g.
jewelsbeads, earrings, bracelets; skirtsheaddresses.

2. As at the earlier level children should be allowed to suggest
what articles of costume they consider suitable for specific
acts.

c.g. In what move t/dance/ ould you use:
a banana leaf, a bunch of roses, a basket, sandals,
alpargatas.
When would you dance barefooted?

LOCAL FOLK DANCES
Pupils should be well acquainted with as many local folk
dances as possible. Acquaintance should include

the occasions on which these dances were originally
intended.

(b ) the various steps.
the type of perfor rsall male, all fema e, or

mixed.
ments.

Setting--indoors, outdoors, public, private or com-
munity effort.

(f) Costuming.

Their acquaintance with National Dances should be increas d.
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5. The teaching of Modern Dance should be introduced at
level so as to give the child full opportunity to put into
practice all that he has been learning about interpretation as
wdl as other skills required in dance.

MOOD: The use of the entire face to communicate changes, in mood,
to be consonant with the mode or spirit of the dance should be
considered at this stage. So often performers smile or fail to be smiling
when the body movements are in fact "smiling, that a picture of
contradiction is presented to the spectator.

CHARACTERIZATION: Having been acquainted with the basic
requirements, pupils can be allowed to experiment with actual parts,

boys doing "girls' roles" and y:ce versa.
Youngsters doing the parts of oldsters"witches", pedlars, &e.

FURTHER EXERCISES
Trunk Exercises:

.

) Turn as you would to catch a butterfly,
b) Throw a ball,

(c) Throw away a bucket of water,
(d) Wring clothes without wetting your feet,

EXERCISES

(a)
(b)

(d)

FOR THE MUSCLES OF THE SPINE
Arch back like a cat.
Rock like a rocking horse.
Tarn a mill.
Swim with your ar only.

KNEE-BENDING WITHOUT HEEL RAISING
(a) Stand like dwarfs, "ducndes'
(b) Stand like giants, phantoms.
(c) Plunge into a swimming pool.

SPRING JUMPS
Bump like a rubber ball.
Jump as on to a dunlopillo mattress.
Lie on your back and swim with your legs.

1
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EQUIPMENT: As for the 7-9 level. In addition, a large rug made of
foam rubber or some such material is necessary for many of the
tumbling exercises, for exercises in relaxation.

Recommended Reading for Primary School (5-11 Years)

1. Dance Trinidad DanceBeryl Mc Burnie, (Guardian Com-
mercial Printery, 17, Abercromby Street, Port-of-Spain.

2. Music Movement and Mime for Childrer. by Vera Gray and
Rachel Percival, O.U.P. 1962.

3. Percussion Band by Yvonne Adair.
4. Percussion Band by Stephen Moore.
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CREATIVE ARTS
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LITERARY ARTS or CREATIVE WRITING)

Writing has become a normal mode of expression and communi-
ion. It is used:

) in the reportorial senseof making factual statements
and descriptions to convey objective assessable inform-
ation and meaning and,

(b) in the creative-individual-imaginative sense to produce
poetry and fictional work which is more subjective and
less generally communicational.

In the latter sense, WfArt., are expre3sed verbally and in writing
to produce poems, short stories and novels and plays which are all
regarded as art forms. Increasingly, young children are encouraged to
participate in these literary activities as a part of the General Education
Programme.

Through creative writing children record thefr reactions to per-
sonal experiences by objectifying in words, their inner thoughts and
feelings. Because poetry is largely concerned with symbolism it is
not always easy to achieve direct communication through it. Yet, with
proper orientation, a sensitive intelligent person could identify with
the writer and share his feelings.

Creative writing is of value in that it develops emotional
stability through the objectification of inner thoughts; it develops
facility over the use of words, it facilitates expression and communi-
cates fundamental truths as do all art. Through writing, the teacher
gets to understand the child better and in turn, the youngster grows
to understand his envfronment and people better.

All pupils should be encouraged to write poetry, stories and, if
possible, plays, although, with the latter, the full effect is achieved
only through the element of acting-out the characters concerned.
The quality of the written product would be in keeping with the age
level, experience and intelligence of the student. Individuality and
originality should be encouraged. Things like grammar and spelling
would, in the initial stages, play second-fiddle to expression. Oral
expression and reading would be advantageous and might well precede
written exercises. First efforts would be based upon subjects familiar
to the children.
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in the Infant Department, pupils express themselves best in oral
terms. Very short, simple, original sentence-writing could be produced
between the ages of 7 to 9. Long sentences and short paragraphs could
be capably written by the 10 and 11 year-olds.

Poetry has its traditions. Short poems by successful international
poets and by gifted children could well be read to, and by the class.

It is worth emphasizing that since creative writing is an art, it
should be treated as such i.e. as having somewhat different aims and
values from factual writing which is done in another related school
programme.

Evaluation of children's poetry and stories is a difficult affair.
Derailed discussions with individual pupils is compulsory. The teacher
might inform a pupil, by way of encomagement, that his work is good
in which case, it might be read to the class or school, then put
up on a display board for general readingor that it needs to be
improved in some particular way or ways.

Questions which might be asked are Is the work balanced?"
"Are words meaningful?" -Has the work some content or signi-
ficance?" "Do the words sound well when read aloud?"

in this culture, Spoken and Written English have different
forms. The major means of verbal communication is an English dialect
and in order t o convey an oral message effectively, the average young
child employs this form of expression quite naturally. In the school,
the teaching of Standard English is a necessity, this being the main
channel of written and verbal communication in English, inter-
nationally.

While it is compulsory that rules of grammar, word structure,
spelling, punctuation, tkc., be the main concern in the English
Language Programme, in the creative-imaginative fields of Playwriting
(and Drama), Stories (Fiction), and Poetry, meaningful expression can
be easily achieved through the use of dialect and, in fact, both this
and Standard English should be used.

ACTIVITIES

Level I (5 to 7 Years)

Stories told or read and poems recited by the teacher and by the
pupils. Oral expression should be encouraged to help in the develop-
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ment of confidence and spontaneity. Words used should be simple
and graphic and they should "sound" well. Expression should be of
greater importance than formal grammar and construction,

A close relationship to Drama and other arts must be main
Subjects must be local.
Individual subjects could be selected from the main headinp:

(a) Natural phenomenaanimals, birds, seasons, scenes,
flowers, &c. e.g. "My Favourite Flower", "The Rainy
Season", "The Humming Bird", "The Sea", &e.

(b ) Myths and Legendse.g. "The jumbie", "Papa Bois",
&c.

Festivalse.g. "Christmas Morning", "The Steelband",
&c,

(d ) Actione.g. "The Battle", "The Game", &e.
Imaginatione.g. "I am .a Moonman", "I am a Fish", &c.

ained.

Writing of stori
form of couplets and

Some emphasis
prcs ion.

Subjects as for

Level II (7 to 9 years)

s in simple sentence form, and poems in the
quatrains with or without rhyme.
on construction but most on individual ex-

the 5 to 7 year Level.

Level III (9 to 11 years)

Writing of stories in long sentences and/or short paragraph form.
Recording of traditional/folk stories should be encouraged.

Re-writing must be done as much as is necessary. Quality of
work and content receive greater attention.

Emphasis on individual expression but more attention paid to
construction/composition, and the "craft" side of writing. Topics
local, historical, personalfor poems and stories may be selected
from

(a) The ElementsRain, Flood, Ffre, &c,
(b) NatureFlowers, Trees, Hills, Rivers, S a, &c.
(c) Peoplemother, Friend, Worker, &c.
(d) Animal LifeDogs, Birds, Fish, &c.
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(e) imaginationany subject from imagination or make-
believeSpace, Other worlds, &c-

(f) EmotionsLove, Happiness, Scc.
(g) Myths and Legendswriting of traditional and local

folk stories.
(II) moralityHonesty, Humanitarian quities, ecc.

Short plays should be attempted, utilizing one or snore of the
above themes and experiences. Dialect may be used.

All works produced should be used, i.e. read, acted, set up on
"display" boards, put in booklet form, ezo.

Books &c.
) Several books with piays, poems and stories for children

of various ages, are available at bookshops. So too are
books on teaching the subject.

(b) Recordings of children's stories, poems and plays are
also available.

(c) Good programmes by and for children
broadcast and telecast.
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ARTYCRAvr

Arts and crafts at both levels of infant and primary school
include a wide variety of creative activities which are set out in the
programme of this syllabus which, for convenience, has been devised
on an annual basis. As far as possible materials used should be of
local origin as this will enable the students to develop a creative
approach to materials which are around them axd which are easily
available.

In the crafts programme there is the need for students to
become aware of the various plants, shells, clays, woods, &c., which
can be used to make things that are both useful and aesthetically
satisfying. The teacher should be aware of the availability of scrap
or salvage materials which can be useful in the classroom for both
art and craft production.

Creativity and experimentation with materials are two of the
foundations of Art arid Craft Education. The teacher should, when
necessary, carry out formal teaching in introducing new ideas and
concepts. But his main function should be more of a guide in pro-
vidiaig the proper motivation and atmosphere for students' involve-
ment and experimentation of a personal nature. Expression and
technique are to be cleveloped hand in hand.

Small children are best allowed to do large pictures with chalks,
charcoal and brush since they axe unable to control the smaller
muscles as older persons are capable of doing. As they grow older
they become more easily capable of manipdating smaller tools and
creating smaller forms.

Children work in a naturA manner. Theirs is a different world.
Their visual perception is somewhat different from that of older
persons. It is normal for them to draw what they know and not
what they see; the relationship of one thing to another is expressed
in visually unrealistic terms; parts of one thing are expressed in a
disproportionate manner; the laws of perspective are not regarded .

in using this Syllabus, the teacher should employ his initiative
especially in dividing any year's activities on a termly or monthly or
weekly basis. He should create a convenient but rational division in
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such a way, that, by the end of one year, his pupils would have had
experiences in all of the main areas indicated and would be ready to
begin the programme for the following year.

DURATION OF ART-CRAFT CLASS

The ideal approach would be to allow a child to work at his own
rate and begin and conclude art activities when he is ready to du so.

However, in education systems, a subject is usually allotted a set
period and it is suggested that in the Infant Department between 20
to 25 minutes per day be used for art-craft; and in the Primary
Department, 30 to 35 minutes be allocated for this purpose.

There is an alternative. In the Infant Department, one and a
half to two hours might be allotted daily to all of the creative arts
and the various activities may be practised according to the needs
of pupils as assessed daily by the teacher, in which case, more art-craft
might be done during one w eek and less during another. It becomes
the duty of the teacher to maintain a proper balance among all
creative activities.

In the case of the Primary Deputment, the same approach may
be used but it might be necessary to have "Creative Arts" for only
two or three sessions of say two hours each per week in which case
the adjustment is made accordingly.

EXAMINATION

Ideally, the Creative Arts should not be "examined" in the
normal way although it is necessary to practise some form of assess-
ment and evaluation.

It being difficult to mark "expression", it is su.esred that
Letter Grades be awarded on the basis of Effort-Progress, technical
attainment, interpretation of instruction, extent or volume of work
done, ecc.

Letter Grades and their numerical counterparts are to be found
in this booklet on page 146.
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ACTIVITIESLevel IYear 1

(1) Picture Making:
To develop original pictorial expression, imagination and tech-
nique.
Drawing, painting and collageusing a variety of materials e.g.
finger paints, chalks, pastels, crayons, coloured paper &c. Creation
of pictures of things around (e.g. people, home, birds, animals,
trees, plants, household articles, &c.) and of subjects, taken from
everyday life (e.g. people at work, play, &c., local festivals, the
home and family, accidents, topical events, imaginative subjects
&c.)

(2) Pattern Making;
To develop a sense of rhythm and order and technique.

(a) Paper tearing and cutting to create repeatshapes
simple animals, objects, figures, &c.

(b) Drawing and painting of all-over patterns using lett
figures, shapes, &c. Materials to be used are the same
as for picture-making.

Three Dimensional Work:
To develop original expression, imagination, an apprecia ion of
solid objects, and space and technique.

(a) Modellinganimal forms, human figures, fruits, acc.
(b) Simple objects in clay e.g. pots, dishes, &c. MateriAs

include clay and plasticine.

(4) Appreciation:
Chats about function of crafts produced, and about pictur s and
models.

ACTIVITIESLevel IYeer 2

(1) Picture Making:
To develop orilinal expression, imagination and t ehnique.
Drawing, Painting and Collageushig a variety of materials
such as finger paints, chalks, pastels, crayons, coloured paper, &c.
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Producing of pictures of things and peoples in the environment
and subjects from everyday life and horn Lmagination e.g. people

at work and play, festivals, family activities, topical events,
scenes from stories and rhymes, &c.

Pattern Making:
To develop a sense of rhythm and order and technique. Pr
duction of repeat patterns.

(a) Printed patternscross-section of stems and fru
(b) Drawn patternsletters, lines, shapes, &c.
(c) Collagetorn paper of various shapes and textures.

Use of chalks, crayons, inks, assorted stems and frui s

Three Dimensional Work:
To develop original expression, imagination, an appreciation of
solid forms in space, and technique.

(a) Modelling of figures, animals, fruits, fec.
(b) Useful objects such as pots, dishes, &c.

(4) Appreciation:
Chats about articles produced during craft
made by pupils of the class.

ACTIVITIES-Level II Year 1

d of pictures

Picture Making:
To develop uidividual expression, imagination and technique.
Drawing, .Painthig and CollageObjects and subjects from every-

day life and from imagination, e.g. plants, animals, people,
festivals, home life, street scenes. Materialscoloured chalk,
charcoal, crayon, brush, tempera, coloured paper, assorted
materals.

Three Dimensional Work:
To develop imagination and expressio
and in the use of space.
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(3)

Toysanimals, dolls, &c. with assorted materials such
as used boxes, wire, cloth, &c.
Modellingforms of familiar thingspeople, animals,
fruits, flowers, birds, &c., using clay and plasticine.
Carvingforms of people and animals, using soap.

Cra ts:
To develop a sense of rhythm, proportion, and harmony.

(a) Repeat pattern from materials (as for picture-making).
(i) Printed patternsfruits, stems, &c.

(ii) Line and letter patterns.
(iii) Drawn patterns.

(b) Greeting cards with crayons, pen and pencil.
(c) ashes, pots, &c. from clay and plasticine.
(d) Containers &c. crom thick paper, folded and cut and

stuck.

(4) Appreciation:
Discussion of itenis produced M classes; of th;igs made for
home and school use; of original and reproduced art-craft works.

ACTIVITIESLevel IIYe 2

(1) Picture-Making:
To develop individual expression, irnagination and technique.
DrawMg, Painting and Collage work. Making of pictures depicting
objects; plants, people, houses, &c. Subjects from life, from
lessons, from imagination.
Materialspen, pencil, crayon, charcoal, chalk, tempera colours,
paper, assorted materLals such as thread, cloth, plastics, &c.

Three Dimensional Work:
To devel p au understanding about exprecsion in space.

(a) Modellingforms of people and animals.
(b) Carving of similar forms from soap, &c.
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(3) Craf s
To develop an understanding about mdterials, tools, and useful
objec ts.

(a) Paper work: Toys e.g. wind- ills, sad boa s, dolls,
masks, &c.

(b) PuppetsPaper-bap, stuffed- ocking, corn-cobs, &c.
Characters created for stories.

(c) Letteringmanuscript writing (curs ve and script), gree
ing cards, &c.

(d) Pattern WorkRepeat patternsblock printing (cross-
section of fruits and stems, corks, bobbins, &c.) Mso,
drawn and painted patterns.

(4 ) appreciation:
Discussions about work produced in the Art-craft classes and
about things made elsewhere by artis s and craftsmen.

ACTIVITIESL el IIIYear 1

Pic tu re-Mak ing:

To develop or.ginal expression in pictorial form and to develop
technique.
Drawing, Painting and Collage: Depicting of scenes and events
from everyday life, from lessons and from imagination. Materials
pen, pencil, (rayon, charcoal, tempera colours, brush, paper,
assorted materials (twine, thread, plastics, card-board, &c.)

(2) Three Dimensional Work:
To develop appreciation of the use of space, of materials and
of technique.

(a) Modelling and calving us ng a variety of erials
soft wood, clay, plasticine, papier mache, &c.

(b) Wire bending to produce interesting shapes e.g. figures,
animals, &c.

(c) Construction of three-dimensional shapes with assorted
material such as wire, pieces of wood, cork, cardboard,
plastics, &c.
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Crafts:
To develop technique, and an understanding of the making o
useful articles.

(a) Puppetry: Characters built from paper bags, small boxes,
seeds and dried fruits, &c. These characters should be
connected with particular stories -of events.
Plaiting and weavingmaking of mats, belts. &c., from
coconut leaves, grasses, &c.

(c) PotteryIntroduction of coil pots and pinched pots.
(d) LetteringBlock letterscapital and common letters

making of signs and greeting cards.

(4) Appreciatic
Discussions about work produced by pupils and by adult artists
and craftsmen,

ACTIVITIESLevel IIIYear 2

(1 ) Pic tu re Making:
To develop original pictorial expression and technique in using
a variety of tools and materials.
Drawing, Painting and Collage: Depicting of scenes and events
from everyday life, from other school subjects, from everyday
life and from imagination. Materialpen, pencil, crayon, charcoal,
tempera colours, brush, paper and assorted materials such as
plastics, threads, cardboard, &c.

(2) ni re e-D nsio na l Work:
To develop ability to use a variety of materials in individual
expressive terms and to build in space.

(a) Modelling and carvingclay, soap, wire, pitch, soft wood,
&c. People, things, and animals from the environment
and from imagination.

(b) Wire bendingshaping of objective and non-objective
forms.

) ConstructionAssembling of different types of materials
to produce objective or non-objective forms. Ma Hal:
varied e.g. wood, wire, plastics, &c.
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Cra ts:
To develop:

(a) the ability to produce useful objects and
(b) technique in manipulating different materials and tools.
(1) LetteringGreeting cards for various occasions. Posters

relating to activities of the school, e.g. School Fair,
Sport Meeting, Speech Day &c.

(2) PotteryThumb, coil and slab pots, dishes, vases, &e.
(3) Plaiting and weaving. Makilig mats, cushions, bags, &c.

from coconut and other leaves, gasses, &c.
(4) Paper and Cloth work: Toys, puppets and marks from

papier mache, paper bags. Also booklets, boxes, &c.
Decorative workpatterns and designs, &c. applied to
craft work produced. e.g. pots, table cloths, wrapping
paper, ace.

(6) Other Crafts: Use of assorted materials to produce
household articlesswizzle sticks, pots, tools, containers,
&c.

(4) Appreciation:
Discussions on work produced by pupils in art and craft fields:
Visits to shops, exhibitions, &L Use of slides and film strips.
Discussions on original and reproduced work by artists and
craftsmen.
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SOME LOCAL MATERIALS AND THEIR USES

BARK
BkMBOO

BERRIES
CALABASH

CANE AND
ROSEAU-
ARROWS
CEDAR GUM
COCONUT
(DRY NUT
SHELL)
CLAY

CCCOYEA
EGG SHELL
FIBRES

FRUITS

LEAVES
LEATHER
PALMISTE
PEBBLES
PETALS
PITCH
QUARRY
CHALK.
ROOTS
SAND
SAFFRON
SAW-DUST

SEA SI-LELLS
SEEDS
SOFT STONE
STEMS (and
FALSE STEMS
STEipows (Grass

STICKS
SYGINE
TORCHON

collage, prints, rubbings, dyes (by boiling
carving (cups, vases, scoops) (beads for curtains, necklaces, &c.)
construction, weaving (mats, baskets).
for obtaining various kinds of colouring liquids.
containers (bob, bowls, cups, dippers, &c.), scratch surface to
decorate.
construction (bird-cages, carnival costu s), dry floral arrange-
ment, !cc.

for sticking paper, &c.
carving (ashtrays, vases, cups l _ -base heads, jewel and
ornaments.

pottery and sc pturemodelling, carving (pots, dishes, vases,
&c.)

construction (kites, cages, table-mats, tec.)
"whole" or 41powdered"jewelry, mosaic, collage, decorations &c.
from leaves, barks, Scc.plaiting, weaving, collage, ecc. (belts,
bags, mats).
for block printinge.g. green young avocado, mango, ochro,
papaw, &c.
green or dryprinting, collage, mosaic, weaving and plaiting.
belts, bags, &c.scraps for collage, mosaic, blocks for printing, &c.
weaving and plaiting (mats, baskets, &c.)
mosaic, collage, construction, jewelry &c.
for obtaining colouring liquid, mosaic, collage, &c,
binder, carving and modelling, &c.
carving. drawing

Sculpture or carving, dyes, (e.g. coconut roo s
collage, wet sand sculpture, "drawing", &c.
for obtaining yellow colour-dye.
collage, fuel for biscuit firing of pots, relief work (maps &c.)
can be coloured.
collage, shell craft (jewelry, decoration, &c.)
jewelry, mosaic, collage, decorative work &c.
carving.
for block printing e.g. tannia, eddo, banana, papaw, &c.

-c.

weaving plaiting, collage.
puppet construction, printing, &c .

craft work (weaving, baskets, vases, &c.)
purses, bags, hats, slippers, toys, &c.
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me Local Materials and Their UsesContinued

WEBBING

WOOD (Drift)
WOOD (shavin
(shavings)
WOOD (soft)

from coconut trees (table-mats, purses, hats, lamp-shades, also
surface for painting.
carving, construction, for lamp bases etc.

collage, mosaic, sculpture.

whittling, carving, (sculpture forms, blocks for printing).

AIDS

(a) RECOMMENDED BOOKS:

Teaching Creative Art in the SchoolsR. A. SCOTT
Art TodayEdwin Ziegfeld-Holt.
Art EducationUNESCO Publication.
Art EducationHer Majesty's Stationery Office.
Meaning of ArtH. Read-Faber
Art and Child PersonalityRuth Damien.
Art and the childMarion Richardson, University of London.
Child ArtWilhelm Viola.
Children as ArtistsR. R. Tomlinson.
Education Through ArtH. Read-Faber.
Children and Their ArtC. D. Gaitskell-Harcourt.
Man is a CreatorM. P. Alladin
Books on various crafts: Pottery, Weaving, Lettering, Embroidery,

Simple Printing.

(b) PERIODICALS Art & Craft Education (U.K.)

Art Education (U.S.)

(c) FIL S SLIDES, ETC.From Division of Culture, E bassies, &c.
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CREATIVE ARTS IN THE CURRICULUM

INFANT AND PRIMARY SCHOOL

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Creative Art activities form a compulsory area of functioning
in the General Education Programme at the Primary School level.
They are at least of equal importance to physical, intellectual yid
moral/social activities and aU pupils must engage in the production
and appreciation of the arts.

The entire area of creative art activities, namely Music, Dance,
Drama, Literary Arts and Art-Craft is concerned with the realm of
creation, i.e., with the use of imagination and originality and with the
generating of new ideas and productions utilizing established practices
and old ideas and materials in new ways. Music deals with Sound,
Dance with Rhythmic Movement, Drama with Speech and Movement,
Literary Arts with Poetry, Story and Play-writing, and the Artraft
field deals with the Manipulation of Material. They are all concerned
with development and growth of the individual through production
and participation.

More specifically, reasons for training Primary School children
through the Arts include development of:

(a) imagination, originality, individuality and creativity;
(b) emotional stability;
(c) aesthetic sensitivity;
(d) faculties such as the voice, hand, eye, &c., and co-

ordination of these and other faculties;
) confidence, spontaneity and expression;

(j) an awareness of phenomena, mid of one's place as an
Mdividual in the scheme of things, in the stream of
life;

(g) the ability to communicate through the Arts;
(h) an appreciation of othersin the school and community;
(i) honesty and sincerity('it is impossible to lie in Art");
(j) an appreciation of the environment as a resource base

for creating things(sounds, sights, materials, &c.);
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tegration with the environment rather than aliena ion
from it;

(/) activities which would create the habit of using leisure
hours profitably;
abilities and attitudes which could be transferred to
other subjects in the curriculum;
any special talent;
a sense of the place and meaningful use of art in varying
aspects of everyday life;

(p) well-balanced, discriminatffig nsitive youngsters.

All children should sing and make "music", dance, engage in
make-believe activities, write poetry, and manipulate materials to
produce craftwork, pictures and sculpture.

Correlation
All the Arts must be correlated with one another and integated

programmes engaged in. As one example, a theatrical production
could employ singing, music, writing, dancing, acting, painting and
craft work.

The Arts can, and should be correlated with every other subject
in the curriculum, thereby creating greater meanmgfulness and under-
standMg of them, e.g. with Mathematics, Science, Social Studies
(Health, History, Geography), Physical Education, Language Studies,
&c. Projects could be easily ihorked out through which the entire
Education Programme becomes art-oriented.

Facilities
Every school should provide enough space for practice of the

arts. The Movement Arts would, of course require more space. Water
supply and storage and display space are necessities. There is no
valid reason why classes cannot be held in galleries, under trees, &c.
A large annexe, unwalled, if necessary, should be built for these
classes.

Duration of Classes
Classes in the Cteative Arts could be pursued at any time of the

day or week. The duration of any single activity should, ideally, be
limitless or, rather, limited to the attention span, the interest, and
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the capability of the pupil at any age or stage. But due rer must
be paid to the place of the Art in the General Education Programme
and the interests of the class and the school as a whole must be
considered. A "normal" Time-Table will have to be followed. Broadly
speaking, a Primary School class period ranges from some 15 minutes
at the Infant Level to 35 minutes at age 11. Art activities should be
arranged to fit, reasonably, into the time limit of classes at appr.>
priate levels.

Materials and Subjects:
The envfronment and the child's own experiences should form

the source of subject matter and of material for the Art classes. The
house, streets, people and festivals, animals, plants, birds, the sea,
could provide subjects for songs, music, dances, plays, and paintings.
The stone, soil, plants, anh-nals, could provide tools and materials for
painting, sculpture and crafts. Exploration of the environment and
experimentation with local phenomena would develop a deeper and
more meanuigful appreciation of both art activities and the community
and countrynot to mention the more fundamental factor of interest
in research and joy in the things which belong to the pupil and to
which he belongs.

Working Programmes
A Creative .krt Programme should normally serve as a general

guide. The class teacher should determine minimum ground to be
covered over each term, each month and each week. In any one art,
one major activity rnght be pursued over, say, a term or a month,
but all major areas axe meant to be covered during the year.

Actual single subjects would be taken from every-day life, from
imaOnation, from tradition and from other lessons. Current events
such as Festivals, and Seasons would be taken into accounte.g.
Xmas, Carnival, Hosay, Croptime, Rainy Season, &c.

Evaluation

Ideally, the Creative Arts at the Primary School level should
be evaluated only in terms of individual growth and development.
The real difficulty lies in the fact that, by their very nature, the arts
relate to subjective elements. However, if absolutely necessary, letter
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grades may he awarded in respect of work produced by the oldest
students en the basis of trained, objective assessment, e.g. Have tools
and materials been well used? Has a true interpretation of the
instructions been carried out? Is the work original? Is the product
apt for the purposes intended? Has the pupil made an honest effort?
is the work well composed? Does it have content or significance?
Discussions with Lndividual pupils is of vital importance. In any case,
even with young children it is possible for the average understanding
zeacher to recognize whether an effort has been successful or not.
The children must be told of the quality of their work and the best
productse.g. pictures, poems, crafts, songs, might be displayed to
others. Poor achievers must be encouraged.

Perhaps the greatest sin which is committed in the evaluation of
children's art is when the teacher applies "adult" standards and expects
the little ones to perform way beyond their level. The child's work
must be evaluated in terms of his own capabilities and those of his
fellow studens. At this level, the process of creating is more important
than the product.

The Teacher's Rose
The teacher in the Creative Art class functions as a sympathetic

and knowledgeable Guide. He should inspire and encourage the pupil
to produce, to discuss, to follow su iestions or instructions and to
appreciate. A teacher need not be an artist or specialist in order to
teach art at the Primary level for, here, a General Education Pro-
gramme is conducted. Any good general education teacher could teach
art successfully. He should pursue education courses in Creative Art
at the Training College or at in-service courses. After all, he teaches
all the other subjects in the curriculum without being a specialist in
any. Even in a highly specialized field like Music, a good teacher in
the Primary School would be able to teach percussion, simple,singing
and appreciation thereby creating interest in, and liking for, th
subject, upon which foundation, more specialized work, in at least
appreciation, could be later conducted.

Aids
The enterprising teaclicr would be able to tap a wide variety

of resources in order to acquire material which would assist him in
his programmes. He could have discussions with qualified teachers
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and artists, buy and/or borrow books, periodicals, films, slides, strips,
recordings from the Culture Division and Embassies in Port-of-Spain
and, furthermore, he should attend good exhibitions and performances.
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DANCE

The objective of dance in education is not to produce profession-

als, but to provide opportunities for children to participate and to
develop to the lLmit of their capabilities. Because of the naturalness

in our children towards movement, we should aim at creating an
.1tmosphere whereby the spontaneous giowdi and outcome of our
dances can be fully developed.

ft must be noted however, that, beLause music is an integral
part of movement due consideration should be given by thc teacher
to have both music and dance integrated so as to evoke into a
workable partnership.

Aims of Teaching Dance in Schools
1. To make pupils aware of the principles governing nio..-nent.

2. To preserve and to encourage spontaniety of movement.

3. To foster artistic and aesthetic expression in the medium of
the primary art of movement.

4. To aid the creative expression of children by pi oducing
dances adequate to their gifts and to the stage of their

development.
5. To foster the capacity for taking part in the higher unit of

communal dances produced by the teacher.
6. To correlate and to integrate intellectual knowledg with

creative ability.
7. To make pupils aware of their varied and colourful historical

and cultural background.
8. To help create national consciousness and awareness in the

minds of our children

Some Guidelines for Structuring Lessons in Dance

The dance lessons should provide opportunities:
) To give satisfaction.

To aiouse and stimulate interest.
(iii) That contain meaning.
(iv) That extend capacities and capabilities.
(v) That increase awareness and tensitivity.

(vi) That promote values that are artistic and aesthetic.

(vii) That arouse spontaniety in action.
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Level IYear I and II--(Age 5-7 Years)

At this age children crave activity. They love to move. As deep
seated a.s their urge for activity is thefr desire for expression. Conse .
quently ample opportunities should be created in order to give them
the chance to express themselves. The creative prcxess in dance
involves three phases

(1) the child and his creative power, feelings, and irnag-
nation;
the ..:tion or in eraction of his experiences;
and his outward form of expression.

It is essential that the teacher limit the activities of this group.
Through music, song dance and the games played, the teacher can
achieve a great deal of free expression of movement.

Suggestions for Movement
The home and their immediate environment could provide the

starting point for movement.
Teachers can build their own repertoire from the following:

sleep, awake, yawn, bend, stretch, cough, laugh, walk slowl
then quickly, sit at table, comb hair, dress for school, run,
walk, swing ums jump, sway &c.

An Approach in conducting a Dance Lesson
Through sentence structure, the teacher can with appropr ate

music, get the children to respond spontaneously to such:

Now my dear little ones let us get up from bed this early
morning.

Teacher: Now Mary or John what do you do when you awake
on morning?

Pupils: Yawn, Miss.
Teacher: What next do you do John?
Pupils: Stretch, Miss.
Teacher: Let us all yawn and s ch; then let us bend and touch

our toes, &c.
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A series of exercises can be built up in this way thus using
morning, noon, evening and night experiences to create situations.

Give children opportunities to see, touch, feel, smell, taste.
They need to explore, investigate, and find out things for themselves.

Song Games that can be used
Jane and Louisa.

(i) Walking in pairs.
(ii) Picking flowers.

Dancing in pairs.

Here we go Lubin loo.
Put your right hand in &c (various parts of the body).

Grinding Massala.
Cooking, grinding.

IV. Tippy-tippy- on my shoulder. (The dusty Blue Bell).

Throughout Trinidad and Tobago there are typical environmental
song games which can be used effectively.

Musical accornpani-nent:
Wheresoever a piano exists the teacher can use such music, but

in the absence of such percussive instruments can be a useful substitute:
bits of stick, (tambo bamboo), chac-chac, tin cups steel
drum crown corks on a string for tambourines Sze.

These can be made by the children with the teacher's assistance.

Year II

During the second year period emphasis will be kid on more
geater deipils of the above. Through simple folk tunes and simple
folk dance movements children can be made to become fully aware
of then- surroundings and cultural patterns of the society.

Level IIYear I and Years)

This is an age where the children have greater muscular control
and motor-co-ordination and therefore their activities should be given
wider scope for creativity. Through their own words chilcken evaluate
outcomes of creative rhythmic movement"Let's go!" "Can we do
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t again?" "Let's skip." These are Tontaneous exclamations denoting
children's movement expression which the'. become aware of as they
learn to control their wonderful bodies.

The teacher should create an 2_, vai :aess of the children's need
for action, cl,!sfre for expression, and the urgc to create would
necessitate thinking of creative rhythmic movements os an integ-rrl
part of the school's curriculum.

Suggestion for Movement
In a more defined manner, the school, the home and environ-

mental factors can be the basis of a greater variety of activities. These
activities would include bounces, setches, bends, curls, &c. Pupils

this age are more aware of space in the rooms, space in the open
field, the street, the bushes, t!,e sky, the sea, large and smA vehicles,
the wind, the rain, &c. Teacher can allow pupils to build up themes
surrounding the above.

An approach in conducting a Dance Lesson
Teacher's questions, remarks and sugges ions al ng with anti-

cipated responses.

Teacher: If said how tall could you be, what wou'd you do?
Children: We can stretch our hands, arms. and necks, also get up

on our toes (relevt).
Teacher: If we ask you how small could you get, what would

you do?
Children: Roll up, squeeze, shrLnk, (plie).
Teacher: How wide can you be? Make yourselves wider. Now

shall we put ourselves in a boxa nice small, narrow,
box.
And now let's break ourselves out of the box and see
how much space we can use; Now let us see which
parts of our bodies we can take our first. Some
may start head first, others their feet.

Teacher: Now let's put ourselves back in the box and then
make it go up in a tall box of flowers or a pop corn.
How did we got to go higher.

Children: We jumped.
Teacher: What other action could we put with this jump?
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Children: A hop.
Teacher: Now let us try and jump and hop around the room.
Children: On one foot, on two feet, then big as we can
Teacher: Let's try it again and sec how much space we can

cover.
Novi what other way can we move !-.o cover space?
Can we move like a cat! Then can we stretch like a cat?

Children: Respond.
Teacher: Now are we at a big or low level. Now let us bend,

stretch and jump at a low level. Now imitate various
animalsLike a horsegallop, prance, 8cc.

This format can go on to give lessons in spatial (space) qualities
levels, and locomotor and non locomotor movements. The resourceful
teacher can also include games like cricket, football, hockey, netball,
basketball &c. Ali these actions can be accompanied by hand clapping
or whatever percussive or stringed instruments that are available.

Musical Accornpniment
At this age-range the children should be encouraged to make

their own percussive instruments with local materials available. Chac-
chacs, tamboo-barnboo, crown corks for tambourines, grater, for

scratchers, small drums &c.
At this level children are fondly gregmious and as a result

should be allowed to work in groups. Small groups of four, five or
six should be encouraged to work together.

The Bele, the Bongo, the Jig, the Joropo, Jharoo.
Because of the great impact of the folk dances as exposed

through the Better Village Competitions the teacher here can introduce
some of the local folk dances observing carefully that the children
use a great deal of control of their bodily parts particularly their
pelvises.

Folk dances of other lands can also be introduced.

ggested Dances that can be taught

1. The Maypole or Sebucan. 2. The Joropo.
3. The Castillian. 4. The Paroo
5. The Bongo. 6. Bele.
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The very basic and uncomplicated movements of the above should
be attempted.

Level IllYear I and li(9-11 Years)

By the time the children have attained this age group they
should be able to exercise more control of bodily skills. They should
be aware of the capabilities of the instrument of the dance"the body".

Some of the basic principles in folk and modern dancing should
be fully emphasised and related to dance composition.

They should be able to recognise and perform an agreeable
measure of contraction and releases, pliis and relevis, correct body
posture, the basic positions of hand and feet &c.

Pupils should be made to recognise the fact that movement
cannot be developed in isolation without recognition of elements of
space and rhythm. Some bit of music can be fully introduced at
this stage.

The following list and description of activities may serve as a
guide to structuring dance lessons.

Movement Fundamentals

Locomotor Body
walk swing, twist, kick
hop bend, strike
jump stretch, dodge
run push, shake
leap pull, bounce

Locomotor Combinations

skip, (walk and hop)
slide (walk and leap)
polka (hop, slide, walk

(hop, gallop, walk)
scho ische (walk, walk, bounce and pull, walk hop.

Body Combinations

bend and stretch
push and pull

strike and dodge
twist and shake
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Examples of Locomotcz and Body Cornbinations
leap and swing skip and bounce
hop and shake walk and twist

polka and bend

Please note the various factors which must be considered wl en
composing or choreographing dances.

Elements affecting Movement

Space R hy tit rn

direction tempo rhythmic pattern
level accent phrase
range underlying beat measure
focus duration
floor pattern intensity
experience, ideals, thoughts, feelings, perception.

An Approach to teaching a Dance LessonSuggestion for development
of Movement.

1. Start a run of a moderate tempo. Increase tempo and run
in place. Go around the room and decrease tempo. Suggest
that the children go higher and higher and cover more
distance on each stride until the run becomes a leap. This
idea helps to make such su esdon as going over puddles
of water or over hurdles.

2. Begin with an ordinary gallop (combination of walk and
leap, two sounds of uneven rhythm). By changing the tempo,
vary the gallopfast and slow, smooth, low and high.
Gallop changing directions as forward, backward, and around.
Gallop in place with tongue making a clacking sound,
Gallop with shoulders. Let the group or class think of
different animals that gallop and let each child be an animal
he may suggest.

Along with the modern dance concepts and activities suggested
the children should be further introduced to the folk fantasies and
folk dances of the country.

Because of their ability to exercise great control of their bodies
more advanced movement of the folk dances should be introduced
the Bele, the Bongo, the Limbo, Calypso dances. Local folk songs
and folk instruments should accompany the dances. Teacher should
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continue to encourage children to make instruments. It must be
noted that throughout the various levels, year II would continuestudies of the year I programme in greater details and would be
expected to achieve a higher level of attainment in the execution
of day cs presented.

TERMINOLOGY

Locomotor Movements: Movements which propel the body thro gh
space. They are large free Liovements to
which the legs give impetus.
There are five main locomotor move-
mentswalking, hopping, jumping, running,
leaping.

Nonlocomotor Those movements in which the body is
Movements: capable of doing in a fixed basesitting,

standing, kneeling.
Combination These may be either a series of locomotor
Movemen ts movements (walking and leapthg) or a series

of body movements (bending and stretching),
or a series of locomotor and body movements.

Floor a ern: An imaginary outline of the path followed
by a dancer (or a group of dancers ) as he or
she moves from place to place.

Compos on: The arrangements of part of movement to
produce a complete and unifying whole.

Choreography: The art of planning and arranging dance
mov ments into a meaningful whole.
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ggestions for Teachers
Throughout the various stages of development the teacher should

try and be realistic and provide topics which are associated with the
social, cultural, religious and educational background of the country.

As a consequence the following should be observed and
researched.

Activities associated with important events of the year.

Christmas
Carnival
EasterResurrection, Good Friday
May Day
Corpus Christi
Eid ul Fitt
Divali
Hosein Festival

Season
Wet Season
Discovery Day
Emancipation
All Saints
M Souls
Halloween
Rhythms of Nature and the Elements
Rhythms of MachinesIndustry
Work Rhythms of Modern Life
Man and his various occupations
Scenes at the grocry, market, races, sports meeting
Association of movement with soundswailing, creeking-

door, gusty or windy day, rain, slide, glide, jerk.
The Douen, Lagahou, La Diablesse, Papa Bois.

Use of Songs and Chants of Indian and African Origin. The
Steelband, Calypso,
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1.

List of

Books

Dance Trinidad Dance
Outlines of the
Dances of Trinidad

ks for Suggest

Author

Bervl McBurnie

R

Publisher

Guardian Commercial

2. Music and Movement Ann Driver London Univ. Press
Toronto (See Lumen's

3. Creative Rhythmic Gladys Andrews Prentice Hall Inc.
Movement Englewood Cliffs

4. Modern Dance Aileen Lockhart Wm. C. Brown Cornp.
Building and & Esther Pease Pub. Dubuque Iowa (USA)
Teaching Lessons

5. Roots and Rhythm Rev. Nettleford Hill and Wang N.Y.
6. Hairi-Dance Lavinia Williams Branners Druckerer

Yarborough Franldurt auMain
7. Anato y for the Raoul Gelabert Danad Pub. Co. Inc.

Dance 10 Columbus Circle
Vols. I & II N.Y. 10019

8. Folk Dances of
Trinidad and Tobago M. P. Alladin

9. Pamphlets on the
Folk Arts of
Trinidad and Tobago

10. From Congo Drum
to Steelband

J. D. Elder U.W.L, St. Au

11. Dances and Musical M. A. I Faber et Faber Ltd.
Acavities for Juniors N Russel Square,

London
12. A Pocket Guide

of Folk and Square
Dances and

Richard Kraus Prentice Hall Inc.
Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey

Sthging Games
(for the Elementary
School)
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MUSIC

The main function of Music in the Primary School is to develop
in children tbe ability to respond to beautiful sounds with pleasure
and understanding. The body and mind need carefully selected and
contrasting activities to be hethy in the school environment. Allowing
children to stand up and sing or perform an action song following
quiet And confining desk work, or to relax and listen to appropriate
recorded music following physical exertion, are ways of using music
to provide a balance in the school day.

In a welhbaianced school programme, evcry child should have
an opport lity to make music through being guided and instructed in
singing, creating musically, listening and responding to music, and
throughout the course, tonic sol-fa should be used as a powerful aid
in ear training.

The following outline of musical experiences for the primary
school child, tries to cover some aspects of Creative Activity, Singing,
and Music Appreciation.,

It is realized that some schools will find it difficult to realize
the standard indicated by this outline and also that some schools will
be able to go far beyond its modest recommendations.

For axample, a number of schools already have Steelbands
and more are establishing them.

This is to be actively encouraged but no prescription is set out.
Throughout the course the teacher will seek opportunities for

re acing the music programme to the programme followed in Social
Studies, Physical Education and other school activities.

MUSIC SYLLABUS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Level I-5-7 Years

Creative Activity Singing Listening

Movement to Music
Walking. Marching, Skipping
Rowing, Swaying, &c.
Recognition of loud and soft
sounds, high and !ow sounds.
Imitation of rhythms through
clapping or tapping by the-
teacher.
Echo clapping
The playing of Percussion
instruments. (See the Dance)

Action Songs
Singing Games
Nursery Rhymes
Question and Answer
Songs. Simple Folk
songs. The Major
scale in Tonic Sol-fa.

Short pieces with
compelling rhythm
Marches, Dances, /U.
for children to move to.
Infants will not be
expected to sit still as
would adults.
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Level 11-7-9 Years

Creative Activity SMOng istenifl

Clapping short rhythmic phiases,
beating time-2, 3, 4 beats in a
bar The playing of Bamboo
Pi pes. The Recorder, and
improvised instruments e.g. (Boti
(Bottles with spoons. (See
the Dance) The Melodic sense
should be developed by the
use of Solfa. Children should
sing from the black-board
siinple 8-bar melodies in Solfa
notation, and also practise to
write the names of notes played
or sung by the teacher after
Doh has been sounded.

Unison Songs, Including
West Indian Folk Songs,
and Songs from "Ten-
s-Term."
Short Songs com osed
by the children, The
creative approach to the
sixiging of Unison and
other songs i.e. asking
whether the song
should be soft, loud, &c.

Short pieces with compelling
rhythm and definite
charactergay, dream'',
vigorous. Rounds.
Etc.

Level 111-9-1 1 Years

Creative Activity Sinsing Listening

PlayUig of Percussion and
fretted instniments, e.g. cuatros
and guitars, Bamboo Pipes,
Recorders and improvised
instruments. Clapping Rhythmic
patterns.
Beating time-2, 3, 4 beats in a bar.
Conducting, French Rhythm, names
Staff Notation.
Melody Making.
Composing songs, Exercises in
Sol-fa from the Criterion Sight
Reader, Part I (Curwen).

Folk Songs, Easy Songs
by the great masters; Songs
by contemporary composers
includMg examples by the
children themselves.
Rounds; Some 2-part
songs and some Descon s.

Short selections of music
in di3erent styles from
various centuries and
continents.
Instruments of the
Orchestra; The human
voice.
Children should be
introduced to the
names of composers
and outstanding per-
formers. Eft's and
Television will be
increasingly used and
biographscal and
historical wiitings should
be available to supplement
classroom chats and
discussions.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF SONGS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

INFANT

Action Songs
L Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes.
2. Move All Your Fingers.
3. If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands.
4. Shoo fly don't bother me.

Singing Games
1. Brown gisl in the thig.
2. Jane and Louisa.
3. In a Fine Castle.
4. I Lost my Glove.

Nursery Rhymes
1. Girls and Boys come out to play.
2. Hickory Dickory Dock.
3. Hush-a-bye baby.
4. Jack and Jill.

Question and Answer Songs
1. The Echo.
2. What's Your Name?
3. What does the Kitty say? Meo

Folk Songs
1. Sammy Dead.
2. Shoo Fly.
3. Brown Girl in the ring

ea v .

Music for Percussion
The School Band Book (Paxton ).
The School Percussion Series (Part One).
Playing with soundElizabeth Barnard.
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JUNIORS

Rounds
L Row, row, row your boat.
2. White Coral Bells.
3. White Sand and Grey Sand.
4. Come Follow me.

Unison Songs
1. agilersby Arthur Benjamin.
2. The Children's Playgoundby Douglas Hoparts.
3. Lullabyby Brahms.
4. The Wandering Miller (Oxford School Music Book

Schubert.

Folk Songs
1. Leh mi see ochro blossom othe
2. Johnny Grotto.
3. Mangoes.
4. Sly Mongoose.

d d Oh",

Music for Recorder
. My Recorder Tune Book by Freda Dinn.

2 Fifty Songs of Praiseby Freda Dim.
3. Play and Sing with US b y Walter Bergmann.
4. Descants in Consortby Kenneth Simpson.
5. School Ensemble Bookby W. Bergmann.
6. First Concert Piecesby Robert Salkeld.
7. Der Ploten muikant (Schott Ed. 3589).
8, Method for the Recorder (Geisbert) Schott 2430A

SENIORS

Rounds
1. My dame bath a lame tame
2. Look, neighbours, look.
3. Slaves to the World,
4. Sing me merrily
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Canons
1. 1love Sixpence.
2. I have Twelve Oxen.
3. Old Abram BrowmBenjamin Britten.
4. Tains' CanonThomas Ta

Unison Songs by Various Composers
1. John Peel.
2. Come, Golden S Handel.
3. The SeekersGeorge Dyson.
4. Fairest IslePurcell.
5. A Tragic StoryBenjarnin Britten.

Folk Songs of Malty Lands
1. Santa LuciaNeapolitan Folk Song.
2. MarianinaItalian Folk Song.
3. Gypsy DanceSpanish Folk Song.
4. Blow away the morning DewEnglish Folk Song.
5. Marjorie Thomas Oh!Trinidad and Tobago Folk Song.

Two-Part Songs
1. The Ride of the WitchCharles Wood
2. When Cats run HomeEric Thinman.
3. The SirensEric ThLriman.
4. SerenadeSchubert.

Trinidad Folk Songs (from the list attached, and others from the
book of Folk Songs by Edric Connor.)

List of Recommended Books for the Teaching of Music in
Schools

A Music Guide for SchoolsPriestly and Grayson.
Song TeachingLucy M. Welch.
Voca TehnicTkachNeil Kjos Music Co Park Ri
CantemusParts 1, 11Curwen.
Folk Songs of Many LandsJ. S. Curwen.
Ten a-TermFolk SongsMAry BarhamJohnson; Curwen.
The Dett Collection of Negro Spirituals (Schmitt, Hall

McCreary Co.) (Minneapolis).
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The International Book of Christmas Carols by Walter Ehret and
George Evans, (Prentice Hall)

Five-to-ElevenJohnsonCurwen.
Folk Songs of JarnaicaMurrayO.U.P.
Folk songs of EuropeKarpelesOak Publications.
Favourite Spanish Folk SongsOak Publications.
Jamaican Song and Story with new Introductory Essays by
Phillip Sherlock, Louise Bennet and Rex Nettleford. Collec ed

and edited by Walter Jekyll.
Twelve Folk Songs from Jamaica edited and arranged by Toni

Murray and John Gavel.
Songs from TrinidadEdric Connor.
Song-games of Trinidad and TobagoJ. D. Elder.
"PAN" the story of the STEELBAND . . BWI Sunjet Publication
GUIANA SINGS by Vesta Lowe.
The History of Music for Young PeopleJohn Russell.
Twenty Singing Activities for the Tinies Nora Graig.
First, Second, Third Books of the Great Musicians ho es,

O.U.P.
The Oxford Song BookVolumes I and II, O.U.P.
The Oxford School Music Books I, II, III, O.U.P.

of Recommended Books for the Teaching of Music in Primary
School

50 Canons and Roundscompiled by Harold Ne
Songs for All SeasonsJoan Brocklebank.
Twenty-six Classical Songs by various composers (Novello).
KookoorookooVarious Composers (A. & C. Black Ltd.)
KikirikeeVarious Composers (A. & C. Black Ltd.)
Singing for PleasureHolstO.U.P.

Recorded Folk MusicWest Indian
1. "Band a lang"by La Petite Musicale.
2. West Indies Festival of Arts, 1958.
3. Folk Songs by the Mausica Teachers' College Choral 6ociety.
4. Folk Sounds of Trinidad and Tobago . Selections from the

P.M's Best Village Trophy Competition, 1967.
5. Authentic Jamaican Folk Songs . . . The Frats Quintet.
6. Jamaican Sings .- Lay Verona.
7. Caribbean Folk Melodies by Mausica Teachers College Choral

Society (to be released).
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Steelband Music
1. Trinidad and Tobago Stee band Mussc FestivalVols.
2. Pan Mn Jet Northstars.

Folk Instruments
1. Guitars (Not elec c
2. Cuatros.
3. Maracas.
4. Chac-Chacs.
5. Scrapers.
6. Tenor Pans.
7. Drums of various kin
8. Bamboo flutes.
9. Cymbals.

10. Dhantals.
11. Rhumba Boxes.

GRADES

A+: 90 100
A: 75 89
B: 60 74
C:. 50 59
D: 40 49
E: 0 39
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DRAMA

Diama Education is designed to provide opportunities for thechild to use language vitally and expressively thsough involvement bticreative activity. It offers scope for the direct application of knowleed in other subject areas, while at the same time reinforcLng
what has been learnt by extending and deepening the child's experience.
The knowledge gained in this way can also be transferred to otherforms of expression and to other subject areas.

Drama caters to the gifted as well as the backward child, asacademic barriers do not exist in dramatic activity. Each child isenabled to realise unlimited possibilities in the realm of the imagination,where his own interest and effort have the greatest validity. Thechild is positively encouraged to use language in imagmary situations,and also learns to become consciously adaptable, a quality necessarynot only for his language development bux for his further educationand future life.
Drama in the classroom is not for presentation to an audience,but is an activity in which the whole class participates, even thoughfor convenience of organisation and space utdisation only a smallnumber may be acting at one rime. The pupils who watch are parti-cipants too, and their active interest, involvement and commentlryare an integral part of the exercise.

The aims of Drama in the Language Arts Programme aresummarised as follows:
1. To motivate the child to use language tb express histhoughts, feelings and emotions, by giving him opportun-ities to play out situations.
2. To foster the imaginative use of language by involving thechild in the world of "make-believe".
1 To reinforce material already taught and to permit thechild to extend and synthesise learning experiences.4. To help the child to develop a sense of the validity of

what he wishes to communicate through the charactershe creates.
5. To help especially the shy child, the slow learner andthe child with speech difficulties to develop fluency of

expression.
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The dramatic activities set out for various age levels represent
an arbitrary division based on the general abilities of children at
clifferent stages of development. The teacher is therefore free to select
appropriate items from any stage to fit in with his own programme
of work, and to repeat activities in subsequent age leveL. At all levels
the teacher will find it useful to integrate drama into work in other
sections of the Language Arts Programme, viz., Speech Training,
Reading, Story Telling, Poetry and Oral Composition. Skills of Hand-
writing, Spelling and Written Composition can readily be employed
as follow-up activities to Drama.

Activities will be motivated by experiences which are entirely

from hnagination; from everyday life both inside and outside of the
school and from other subjects

Level I 5-7 years--The Individual Child within the Group

A. Language opportunities in association with body movement:
(i) Occupational activities using different parts of the

body;
Effort, flow and time of movemen ;
Rhythm and repetitive movement.

B. Development of patterns' of movement together with sounds:
Sound and sense words, sounds on improvised instruments.

C. Exploring space, shape, relationship, ciLrectionfreely or in
response to commands.

D. Development of the senses, including sound ga es and
listening experiences with poetry and song.

E. Activity based on observation of a single character from
stories.

F. Dressing up as a. character, possibly from E. above. Mso
speech, if it is forthcoming.

Level II 7-9 years

The children in pairs or small groups, working simultaneously
or sequentially.
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A. Combined activities, contrasting activities based on above,
or suggested by story, poem or song.

B. Building rhythms, phrases, sequences of movement with and
without sound added to express emotion. Representation of
real-life situations.

C. Creation of characters from story, poem or song.

D. Play-making: interaction of character, building of plot either
created by the children or drawn from literature.

E. Conversation of characters making dialogue.

Level Ill 9-11 years

Group Au vities:
A. Adaptation to partners and group members: dramatic action,

reaction, response.

B. Combined qualities of body effort in response to situations
and incidents indicated by language.

C. Play reading and interpretation. Discussion of plot, the
character and situation.

D. Improvisations based on play, scripts or stories.

E. Play-making: building dramatic dialogue.

Examinations:

The nature of drama makes it difficult to be examined but
the following criteria might be used to assess the competence of
pupils in drama:

(a) Concentration and absorpt on;
(b) Enthusiasm and alertness;
(c) Freedom and variety of movement;
(d) Clarity of verbal expression;
(e) Creativity;
(f) Role identity.
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